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SPIRITUAL HOUSEKEEPING
CONCENTRATION IN THE BUST LIFE

Annie Rix

Militz.

T H E SEVENTH DAY

SATURDAY—PERFECTION
r*3E£lEVEN is the number of the perfect man, who
| f f i $ 3 | has made the complete union between the huI ^ S J m a n and the divine, therefore the day was pronounced sacred to the finished work of the Creator, a
day to celebrate, a holy day and a holiday which are
one in spirit and true manifestation.
When the Christ in Jesus blessed every day of the
week and made them all holy, there were some of his
Hebrew followers who still "esteemed one day above
another." For their sake the resurrection-day became
the Lord's Day, nevertheless Saturday as the Sabbath
was not wholly abolished among the Jewish Christians
and it was of them that Paul wrote, Romans 14:5. "One
man esteemeth one day above another: another esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully persuaded
in his own mind." At this time every Christian knew
himself to be a priest of God, a "Levite," ready to serve
the Lord in each with roast sacrifices of lamb and beeves
and sacred bread and honored wine. Their communions were love-feasts where some would come with large
appetites and exhibit unseemly greed, so that Paul felt
the need of ministering such rebukes as in I Cor. 11: SI,
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88, 84, counseling them to take the edge off their hunger before coming to the table of the Lord, lest they eat
with forgetfulness.
There was so much to do in these servings that
special officers were appointed for the work, the very
first one being the great Stephen, "a man full of faith
and the Holy Ghost," and power, doing "great wonders
and miracles among the people," Acts 6 : 2 to 8. He
proved that a lover of Truth can serve tables and minister the Word, do great works most effectually, reason
with intellectual rulers, have the face of an angel (Acts
6:15) and endure martyrdom, realising the glory of
the cosmic vision in his passing hour, Acts 7: 55, 56.
In the old dispensation the Sabbath was the busiest
day of the week for the priests, for there was so much to
do of sacred service, and the natural descendant of
that Levitical labor is the strenuous finishing work of
our old-time housewives on Saturday. And the orthodox clergy of today find their Sabbath the most laborious day of the week for they too cling to the old dispensation, the "esteeming one day above another." It
is in our power to unite the rich-providing work of the
old living with the light merry-making of the new and
make of our Saturdays both a rounding fullness of a
week well-lived and an overflowing holiday of care-free
frolic, thus most happily wedding work and play at this
meeting of the ways of the old week and the new.
Saturday is the day of Saturn or Satan, the ancient
god of wrath, whose reign was finished . with the incoming of the Christ. This is that god whose subtle,
secret revenge upon his enemies has been so well depicted in that mythological character after whom the
planet Saturn was named and which is said to have astrological influences, cold, cruel, selfish and deceitful
upon those in opposition, but beneficent to those who
know how to "agree with their adversary" and to be still
before it and more subtle, mounting to God in their SelfDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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ness and able always to lift up every serpent in the wilderness.
Interesting declarations are made for these times
by spiritual astrologers who tell us that as a race we
have passed from the dominant ruling of Saturn to that
of Uranus, and whereas our most successful men have
been of the Saturnine temperament, cool, calculating
and secretive, that the men who will succeed in this age
and for coming centuries will be the Uranian temperament, hold and radical, frank and original, willing to
trust their impressions and asknowledge psychical powers; and certainly the men who are the rising rulers
of the hour are largely fulfilling that description—exeunt the Rockefeller types of success, enter the Roosevelt manner of leaders. "All the world's a stage" and
every actor has his day.
Saturday is the day in which we redeem every remaining evil belief, beginning with that god of evil
called Satan, the devil, "that old serpent."
When the children of Israel were journeying from
Egypt to the Land of Promise, they became rebellious
and complaining, and old desires for their former slavelife came upon them; for then they could also enjoy some
of the rich dishes of their masters. Their fault-findings
and bitter loathings took form as serpents that turned
upon their creators and stung them to death. Then
Moses prayed for knowledge of the way to deliver his
people and was told to make an image of a serpent from
brass in such a fashion that it could glow with the heat
and light of fire within it; then, to lift this upon a pole or
cross and it would follow that every one who would listen
and obey should be healed by simply lifting his eyes to the
image which had been moulded under the directions of
the Holy Spirit. And they repented and were healed.
The same method was advised for those Philistines
whose capture and retention of the ark of the Lord in
their midst, seemed to work them evil instead of good
because they could not live up to it. They became af-
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flicted with boils and their fields were overrun with a
pest of mice. They returned the ark and sought counsel of the Israelites and were told to make images of the
mice and of the boils in gold and present them to the
Lord, and they did so and were healed in body and in
their land.
A wonderful principle is involved in these strange
performances and it is for us not to miss the secret
power of deliverance that comes through understanding
how to make a mental image of our affliction under the
guidance of the Spirit, so that we can lift up our eyes,
our perception, and be healed.
The "abomination of desolation," or the most hateful and destructive agency in our lives, must come to the
holy place—the high and noble recognition of the goodness there—before the end of the old condition can come
to pass. To love your enemy you must find God there.
Satan is the reverse-side of God, called in the Old
Testament the anger of the Lord, shown by comparing
2 Sam. 24:1 with 1 Chron. 21: 1. It is that view of
God that gives deity all the false characteristics of the
mortal, such as deception, killing, revenge, hate and all
those degrading traits that the illuminated have said
must be destroyed in man, that he may please God. But
this view of God had its good effect in arresting certain
degeneration through a wholesome fear, until the Christconsciousness should reveal the God of love, through the
love that knows that what the Great One rebukes in
man cannot be in Itself.
Satan is that aspect of divinity which is a terror to evil-doers and a tester to those on the upward way.
No mere pretender can pass its examination successfully,
but the true candidate for celestial degrees realises the
nature of its examinations and comes through with honors. And yet so advanced is the knowledge of divinity
now that it is possible to be "honorably promoted," not
having the necessity of examination or testing to prove
us worthy. Thus are our daily prayers answered:
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"Lead us not into temptation." Satan, the seventh angel
of the Lord, called, in Isaiah 1 1 : 8 , "the fear of the
Lord," came among the sons of God (Job 1:6) when
they assembled to consider that master Job and his fitness for farther blessings. He tries Job even as he
tested Jesus—the one passed through quickly without
failure, the other becomes a type of the long trial through
which so many are passing—long, because of ignorance,
yet triumphant in the end so that the candidate has honors and riches many fold more than in the beginning.
Satan redeemed becomes the mystery of godliness, that
open door to the infinite variety, the unexpected, the
eccentric that ever allows the unusual, the rare, the unconventional to be expressed in harmony with the whole.
Saturday in its employments is a combination of
contradictions, being a holiday for some, the hardest
work-day of the week for others and sabbath-day for
others still. It is a day in which to deify that which has
been our cross, our sorrow, grievance, humiliation, and
so remove the sting and be healed of the bite. Work
itself may be our Satan, yet it may have a grand ripening mission for us and preparing us for our own place,
just as Saturday prepares for Sunday. Instead of running away from it, hating it and rebelling, let us use the
subtle policy of Jesus Christ, who threw himself wholeheartedly into the earth-life until he made it yield up
its sweetness and richness to all. It is possible to finish
quickly with a hard and uncongenial piece of work by
getting from it for oneself and for others all that which
God intended.
The principal work of Saturday is baking and cooking in general, and the meditations which we will associate with this day's work we can connect with every
meal that is prepared throughout the week.
Right here it, is well to call attention to the fact
that many times one will be so absorbed in one's work
that no special spiritual thinking will come to mind,
but the habit of associating elevated ideas with that
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work in particular will imbue the whole with spirituality and make it a joyous, free expression wherein
the Good only is remembered. It is not necessary always to think upon exact ideals, but rather to have one's
whole activity idealised by perpetual recognition of the
beautiful, the good and the true everywhere.
What one cooks partakes of one's nature and the
more of one's quality of goodness, such as love and kindly care and thought, one puts into food the more it is
relished. It is not always that the cook thinks about the
food she is preparing—sometimes she' gives it no special
thought—but it is to have a certain radiance of goodness that is sympathetic and interesting in its quality.
Home cooking is enjoyed because mother-love is
put into it. A rich sympathetic human interest enters
into such food which is missing when the food is machine-made or when the mind of the cook is filled with
commercial dryness and dead indifference. It is the
hearty genuine interest in people that makes the success
of the public caterer, especially when combined with
fearlessness and a correct sense of values.
Nothing is more prolific of symbolical suggestion
than food. It is much favored in the Bible to indicate
heavenly truths that nourish the spiritual man; meat
is used for strong statements of truth, milk for elementary teaching (Heb. 5:12 to 14); so also fruit, bread,
wine, butter and honey are used for truths which are
to be appropriated and assimilated.
When making bread, remember Jesus' comparison
of the kingdom of heaven to the three measures Af meal
which a woman takes in preparing loaves for the baking. The Master was wonderfully familiar with the
common tasks of lowly life and almost all his metaphors
are drawn from domestic and field-life. And nothing shows this better than this figure (Matt. 1 3 : 8 3 ) .
First the yeast (the truth) is put into a small measure
of flour (the twelve disciples) until that measure is
thoroughly leavened. Then it is mixed with the next
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measure (the Christians of these past centuries) and now
the third measure is receiving its working. So with the
three-fold individual man, the measures may be named
soul, body and affairs. Long has the human soul or
character been under the influence of the Christ message,
until now the next measure, the physical body, is being
electrified with vitality, and ultimately the grand old
world will respond to its persistent love-leavening.
In the home the family can be changed from discontent and dissatisfaction by cooking the food with
the true thought. A complaining mood spoils digestion
more than material things. "Better is a dinner of herbs
where love is than a stalled' ox- and hatred therewith"
(Prov. 15: 17). A certain hausfrau had much difficulty
in satisfying her large hungry family of six grown sons
and their father. With old-fashioned German lavishness
she provided the best, and plenty for ordinary appetites,
but her men had extraordinary appetites. In vain she
increased the quantity—they were never quite satisfied.
When she received the understanding that their real
hunger was for spiritual food, she silently bespoke for
each the true satisfaction. They became normal and
her cooking was no longer a burden, and sweet content
reigned in her household.
Every meal can be the Communion. "This do in
remembrance of me." Eat and drink of the spiritual
body—"a body hast thou prepared for me"—by remembering that "man liveth not by bread alone," but by the
Word which he is in the mouth of the Lord. The silent
grace before eating sanctifies all the food, so that nothing can by any means harm you. "He that is of a merry
heart hath a continual feast" (Prov. 15:15). Nothing
worrisome or vexatious should ever be discussed at meal
time. A silent invocation for the realization of their
Good working in and through their life should be breathed
for those who come to breakfast with a scowl and a
complaint, and it is often in the power of the captain of
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the house-ship to steer her charge clear from the reefs
and rocks of inharmonious conversation.
One of the opportunities for the cultivation of patience and self-control is dish-washing. Certain trothstudents have found that they get their most inspiring
thoughts when engaged in this common task. The very
mechanical nature of their work allows them to dismiss
the material thoughts and to be open to the Spirit. Bnt
this is not day-dreaming. By their fruits you can know
the difference. Spiritual meditation takes no goodness
from the work but makes all bright and clean, while idle
day-dreaming is shown in the neglected and careless results. Special thoughts can be held for the good of the
family appetites when washing dishes. One then can
be cleansing away greed, intemperance and idolatry
of food.
No day should be given wholly over to material
work from morning to night. Recreation is just as true
activity as work, and Saturday is the day to Remember
planning some interesting entertainment, so that the day
may demonstrate that divine unity of zealous accomplishment and merry-making that marks the graceful expression of a happy life.
Certain thoughts are working throughout the nation
that will solve the servant question. One of them is a
recognition of the necessity of making the kitchen, which
is the most trying place in the house, a realm of peace and
comfort to be respected by all. The loving heart and
hand that makes the servant's room as pleasant as any
in the house will never lack for efficient help. To the
kitchen gravitate naturally the thoughts that are the
by-products of the family life, and the wise mistress can
often save a situation when her servant is at a height of
irritation by a silent blessing and a helping hand of
love. The Golden Rule is the best one to remember in
connection with all that serve you.
The word for Saturday is Perfection; that perfection which is above the opposites of mortal sense, above
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the good and evil of human judgment, that holiness that
is beyond the ethics of virtue and vice—that perfection
which has not evolved, but has ever been and always
will be perfect, the same yesterday, today and forever.
"Be ye perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect" Fill up the measure with a sinless life of love,
wholly blameless, sanctified even as Christ is sanctified.
I am perfect for my source is Perfection, itself.
"All things are now ready."
"Enter ye into the joy of your Lord."
Meet every unredeemed state with the declaration,
"It is finished." Identify every form of good with its
perfection in God. Uplift your whole world by the
power of truth and so finish the work which your Father has given you to do.
Closing Word.

THE GREAT FOREVER. THE DAY OF THE
LORD.
The vision of Truth is of one day, endless,
in which all expression is gloriously complete.
ation is blissful wishing that is perpetually
The out-breathings and the in-breathings of
mighty Expressor are effortless yet irresistible

all light,
Its cregratified.
the AlLove.

The Realm of the inspired and inspiring Word is
here and you sit upon its throne. The elements rush
eagerly to serve you. You say, "Be!" and It is so.
As toys in the hands of a babe, as skillful tools in the
hands of the artisan, as magical words on the lips of the
Christ, so do you use the omnipotent forces that bring
all things to pass. With a touch you move what you will,
with a look you command all things. The dream of toil
has passed like a fleck of mist and you are awake in
the Christ-consciousness, Lord of All.
"God always has an angel of help for those who
are willing to do their duty."
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SAFETY
NEW understanding of God and man and the
law of creation is in the world today. In.oar
early training we had to have symbols—the
chalk; marks on the board of visibility—bnt now oar
minds are becoming more comprehensive and we can do
sums in Mental Arithmetic. We are no longer in the kindergarten bat see absolute principles instead of pictures.
In considering the Divine protection, it is necessary
that we come into a fuller understanding of this wonderful law, which, at all times and under all circumstances,
does save us from our ignorance, when we invoke it.
This law is put into operation through the volition
of the mind, and when once we know that with every
thought we set into action an absolute, undeviating, unending force, and in addition, stir up an invisible Substance all about us, which becomes alive with the vibratory energy of our thoughts, we begin to comprehend the
far-reaching effect of mind action.
If your mind is fearful and doubtful, it makes a
fearful, doubtful condition in the Universal Substance
and you do not get the results of your prayer for Divine
Security because you have not complied with the law.
The law is that like attracts like. Divine Mind
has unswerving faith in its power and whoever invokes
it must neither doubt nor waver. Jesus said to the sinking Peter, "O thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou
doubt?"
If you could imagine this universe filled with an invisible Substance that could be molded like the potter
molds "his clay, and that your mind was taking of it and
making all kinds of figures with every .thought, you
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would have a limited representation of that which really
exists. Then, if we throw ourselves through our
thoughts into this Universal Mind and have faith in
it, really believe in it, don't you see we can't help but
succeed in demonstrating according to the thought we
send out? If it be for protection and safety, we will
be protected, we will be saved. There are no two ways
about it; it cannot be otherwise.
God is the everywhere present Mind and that Mind
is all power; then the more I can strengthen my belief
in it, or my faith in it, the better results I will have;
and' the less I resist any opposing thought, which is
fear of cares, of accident, of impending danger, or disaster, the more pronounced will be the consciousness of
the Everlasting Safety.
We say we rest upon the Everlasting Arms. What
does that mean? It is a symbolical representation of the
absolute trust of the little child. When the little child rests
in the mother's arms, it is folded round. The mind of
man reaches out for that same folding-round and we
have again and again heard people say that through a
certain inner realisation of God's omnipresence, they
felt in themselves that folding round and they knew that
they were resting in the Everlasting Arms. They were
so sure of God's protection that every fear disappeared
and like a little child they rested in the Supreme Security.
This inner security will come to anyone who practices the right understanding of the Principle,—God
Mind,—and continually applies it through his thought.
Infinite Mind is everywhere but it is nothing to us unless we have a consciousness of it. Man is the All-Possibility, but he must work it up into consciousness to be
aware of it If I am to be protected by the Infinite Mind
I must cultivate that Mind. I must get into my mind
the truth about it, and then there must be that laying
hold, that resting, that leaning hard on the Infinite
Omnipresent Substance, and the doing away with everyDigitized by V J O O Q [ C
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thing that disturbs the peace and the harmony of that
trust.
It is observed that those who succeed in demonstrating the quietness, and harmony, and safety of God, are
the ones who avoid opposition, and all fighting thoughts.
"Make friends with thine adversary quickly."
There is no doubt that the Divine Mind flows constantly along lines of perfect security. I do not believe
that God ever breaks himself up or meets with accidents
of any kind, or knows anything of or thinks for a moment
about disaster. If that be true of the One Mind, and
that Mind is omnipresent, why can't we get into it? Why
can't we let it into our minds, and not only have the
consciousness of perfect safety, but also be safe? To
have consciousness is one thing and to express that consciousness is another. Some people perceive that things
may be so and so, but they say it can't be carried out because there are so many opposing conditions, the environment is in opposition. But you can be saved from
the environment, you can overcome the opposing conditions through a higher power, even Divine Power.
Whoever cultivates the Omnipresent Mind knows
that it is not only a Power, but an informing Intelligence.
You can get results in both ways. Some people apply
it in one and some in another. It makes the strongest
man or woman to apply it in the overcoming of conditions, and yet that might be carried too far. I knew a
case once of a lady who wanted to make a certain train,
and she had been instructed in this overcoming power
of mind. She was told that everything was obedient to
her true thought and that she could have whatever she
wanted by applying the law. She knew she was late,
but she said she just kept treating that that train should
wait for her—her affirmation being, "That train can't go
off and leave me; that train has got to stay until I get
there." And, sure enough, although she was fifteen minutes late, the train was waiting when she reached the depot. In telling of this she said, "Isn't that a demonstraDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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tion?" Now, it is a question, whether it was or not.
Granting that her treatment held the train, probably
fifty people awaited her convenience, and it occurred to
me as I heard her tell of the "demonstration" that it
would have been better had she treated herself for
promptness, instead of delaying a lot of orderly people.
But among these modern metaphysicians the law is
often used in just that way. They consider themselves
the center of the universe and that everybody and everything must bow to their will and convenience, whatever
it may be. That, certainly is not the right understanding of the law. nor the right use of it It is possible for
us to thus dominate, and we might, if we were strong
enough, hold the sun in the heavens while we whipped
our enemies, as did the allegorical Joshua.
If you find yourself opposing anybody or anything
there is always more or less fear and the thought that
you are going to run up against something, then in your
mind you are in combat. The story goes that two men
who were enemies met in a path and stopped and glared
»t each other. . One of them said, "I don't step aside
for a donkey," and the other, stepping aside, said, "I do,"
and walked on out of his way. That was meeting an
opposing thought adroitly. A still better way would
he to make friends with the opposition.
Take the attitude that there are no clashing thoughts
jour world, no opposing thoughts, no resisting
thoughts, and no failure thoughts. Drop all these, wipe
them off of your mind, from your atmosphere; do not allow for a minute that there can be in anything that you
•re doing even the possibility of defeat. Hold steadily that you are one with the Infinite, safe Mind. "The
Lord is my Shepherd. I shall not want. He maketh
me to lie down in green pastures, he leadeth me beside
the still waters." You can see the thought you get of
peace and safety by repeating that 2Sd Psalm. You
may not understand the Oriental aymbology but you
m
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get the feeling. If you could add to that feeling a definite understanding of Mind and its laws your security
would be complete. Jesus Christ knew that this Father Mind was with him so powerfully that he said
when Lazarus came forth, "I thank thee, Father, that
thou hast heard me, and I know that thou nearest me
always." That same Power is with us every one, and
that Divine Safety Spirit is doing away with accidents
and disaster and failures, if we are positive enough
and strong enough in affirming our faith in the invisible
guidance. *
A traveling man, who has great faith in the Divine
Guide, relates this experience: He was sitting reading,
when it came into his mind that just ahead was a bridge
that had been washed out. He hunted up the conductor
and told him what had been revealed to him. The conductor was incredulous; there had been no storm, and he
saw no reason whatever for such a disaster. But the man
begged so hard that he have the train slow down at the
bridge that they did so, and when they came to it they
found a cloudburst had washed a span away. It was
night and the train was saved from a great wreck by
the warning.
Cultivate the thought of God as your safety and
you will surely be taken care of. Affirm that you are
taken care of; that your friends are taken care of. The
more you send out this peaceful, sustaining thought the
more it works upon the omnipresent Substance of Divine Mind. You can clothe yourself about with this omnipresent Substance until you are cushioned on all sides.
We often have testimonials by ladies who have
overcome burns through holding that there is no power
in fire to burn Spirit. A vital force, a vibratory energy
is sent from the center in the mind right out through the
nerves, and the fire is put out. The pain of a burn is
simply a continuation of the fire in the flesh. If you can
bring to bear a stronger force it will put out the fire.
Again and again I have heard ladies in this meeting tell
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of healing themselves so that they felt no painful effects whatever from barns, some of them very severe,
just by declaring that there is bnt One Presence and
One Power and that is Good, and that fire has no power
over Spirit Yon can heal yourself of all accidents, all
disabilities, by using this wonderful law of the Mind
and realising that you do live, move and have your being in the Infinite Life, Substance and Intelligence of
God, the Father and Source of all that is.

THOUGHT IMAGES
E lay down as the foundation of our philosophy
that all is mind and the manifestations of
Mind; and that Mind and Spirit are one.
The writings of men are the manifestations of mind,
and that mind is manifest according to the character
of the one who expresses it In studying Scripture we
should take this into consideration. If we are expressing Mind we should give it just as wide scope as possible, and yet not be biased by any limitations. Our
Bible is the work of mind, and it is inspired of God,
yet it came through channels that were often limited.
In the reading of this Scripture we should use judgment,
discrimination and, above all, the light of the Spirit
within.
In the 23d chapter of Exodus, beginning at the
20th verse, are some statements that pertain especially
to onr subject this morning, and I will read them with
some slight changes which, I think, make them more
lucid. For instance the word "angel," means agent
or messenger, a mental or thought image. With this understanding we will clear up many obscure passages in
the Scripture. "Behold, I send an angel before thee,
to keep thee by the way." This is supposed to be a command direct from God to the children of Israel,—"and
to bring thee into the place which I have prepared.
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Take ye heed before him, and hearken unto his voice;
provoke him not; for he will not pardon your transgression: for my name is in him."
"My name is in him." Remember, Jesus told his
followers to go forth and do wonderful things "in his
name." The name is that which identifies, and the identification of one with the name of God carries very great
power.
"But if thou shalt indeed hearken unto his voice,
and do all that I speak; then I will be an enemy unto
thine enemies, and an adversary unto thine adversaries.
For mine angel shall go before thee, and bring thee in
unto the Amorite, and the Hittite, and the Perizzite, and
the Canaanite, the Hivite, and the Jebnsite: and I will
cut them off."
All these things represent ideas in the mind. The
interpretation will show you that the Hivite means your
mind sinking in discordant thought, and the Jebnsite
means bragging, boastful thoughts, and the Amorite
means the amorous thoughts, and the Canaanite means
the low, pessimistic, negative thoughts, etc. These are
all explained in the symbolical interpretations of Scripture. Thus this passage that I am reading to you is a
treatise on the mind of man.
"I will cut them off." It is the Spirit of the Lord
that cuts off, denies, eliminates all the errors in the
mind of man. "Thou shalt not bow down to their gods,
nor serve them, nor do after their works; but thou shalt
utterly overthrow them, and break in pieces their pillars. And ye shall serve Jehovah, your God, and he
will bless thy bread, and thy water; and I will take
sickness away from the midst of thee."
It seems a litle strange that man should ignore
this great truth that all that exists had its origin in an
omnipresent, all-powerful Principle. It seems strange
that he should give power to the things of form and
shape. Man is the off-spring of Power itself and we
naturally conclude that he should in the very begin-
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nings of consciousness, recognise his origin, know it and
express it. And so he does; bat Being is infinite in its
expressions. Along one line is light, along another is
intelligence, another, love; all coming forth from Being.
These are all expressed through man. Man is
the identification of the Universal, and the Universal potentialities are always expressed first as life. Life does
not necessarily carry intelligence, and it is observed in
all manifestations that life comes first and intelligence
afterwards; and here we find the solution of this problem which is set before us, and the necessity of continued instructions, even commandments from the Most
High, to beware of life separated from intelligence. Be
wise in the observance of this law and know that all
these wonderful things we see about us are the expression of a still more wonderful Cause, and do not get
lost in the worship of the universe, nor any of the things
that appear, either within or without, but get back to
the Original, the Cause, the Source of all, the One God.
All through the Hebrew Scriptures, in fact, running
through all Scriptures,—is this admonition on the part
of the One Mind to turn to it. "Think on me." Lose
yourself in the One. We see that One everywhere as the
spiritual, the formless, the all-potential and all-powerful Mind, Life and Intelligence.
Yet, in spite of all these commandments, men have
given themselves up to the worship of their own handiwork. They have made golden calves and graven images
and worshiped them, like the artist who paints a splendid picture and becomes so enamored of its beauty as
to refuse to dispose of it, even though he is in great need
of the money. Artists have been known to hold and
cling to their productions and starve. So men have
been known to love money to the point of denying themselves every luxury. We frequently read of misers
who have starved, with thousands of dollars in their
homes. Here is illustrated the power of the mind to
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fall down and worship the things which it produces;
and this power of the mind to produce is just as unlimited as God himself. It is God throwing all that he is
into the mind of man and saying to him, "Use me freely.
Here I am in all my fullness, now express me." And
man, to a certain point, does express this Infinite One;
but, becoming lost in the mazes and the beauties of that
expression, he literally falls down and worships it. The
poet worships the things of nature and his poems; the
artisan loves his material products, the musician his
music, and ere they know it they go off, and off, and off,
and are lost in the without and separated from the within. It is a wise, wise producer who can poise himself,
who can center his eye in the One, and, looking within,
draw and think the pictures without in Divine understanding.
This understanding of the mind is so vague and indefinite to those who have cultivated forms that they
hardly know how to lay hold of i t They are like children desiring the little blocks; something that the senses
can grasp. They run here and there and everywhere,
searching for God, for the Principle, for the Spirit.
They are like the fishes in the sea. swimming about and
saying, "Where is the water?" or the birds in the air
screeching, "We have heard of the air, but where is it?"
What is the one Law? "Thou shalt worship the
Lord thy God, and him only." "But," the people say,
"isn't God manifest everywhere, and isn't it legitimate
to study all his manifestations? And can't I go to the
palmist and have my fortune told? Isn't that legitimate?" Yes, if you see God in that outer expression,
if you see Wisdom in that way, the Lord gives yon the
freedom to follow it. You can search in these devious
ways if you wish; but in due season you will find that
you are going right away from the One Spirit, the One
Mind, the One Being, striving to express itself in you,
asking you to open, out your inner consciousness and let
it tell you the Highest Truth.
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We do not have to search far, nor very deep, for
this one all-informing Mind. It is here; it always has
been here. If we would sit quietly in our own sanctuary
and ask for it, we would have every question answered.
It would not be necessary for us to go into the heights
nor the depths of the outer world to get understanding.
Understanding is of the Spirit, and we are Spirit And
that understanding comes to us by being still and letting
it express itself in the mind.
When you find people giving power to material
conditions and laying down material laws for you and
telling you that thus and so will happen in your life,
you should beware. These people are in limitation.
They are not safe guides. You should know that you
have the power in you to change your whole life at any
time, through your own inner volition.
A lady told me just a few days ago that a friend of
hers had become a nervous wreck through the telling
of her fortune by one whom she thought was very wise.
She had taken as unchangeable the prophecies, and nearly all of them were of disaster. Many terrible things
were to happen to her as the years went by. She was
to have more trouble in three years than she had had in
all her life before; and she, year by year, lived over
all of those disasters in her mind. She made thoughtimages of them through expectancy and produced them
just as strongly as she possibly could with her thoughtforce. A few of them, the friend said, had come to pass,
and there was, in reality nothing very definite; and yet,
step by step, she had tried to produce those conditions.
So you can see how easy it is, if you listen to people
who are in limitation, to go astray, to lose yourself in
these devious paths of the images that man graves with
his mind and, by giving them superhuman power, worships.
Every thought that you have makes one of these
angels, or images, and those angels are of the character
of the thought. They take on the potentialities and the
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degree of power of the thinker. In the Scriptures we
are told of the angels of God, bat there was the devil
with his angels also. There are all kinds of angels, or
there are all kinds of thonght-images, and these angels
are constantly going and coming in the race mental
realm. We can feel them, we can see them. They are
ministering to as from on High, or from beneath. You
can judge, if yon know the Truth, the character of the
angels that come to you. We are even told that we entertain angels unaware. Yes, we do, bat we also often
entertain demons. They are the angels of the adverse
mind. They are those angels, or those thought-projections, that bring to as disquietude, discomfort and in-

harmony.
Now, yon can always judge the character of the
angel by the effect that it has upon you. If it disturbs
yon, if it casts a gloom upon you, you may know that
the angel is not from the Lord, because the Lord is always sending forth his angels in joy, in upliftment, in
the doing away with all dissatisfaction of every kind.
When one who pretends to spiritual wisdom tells
me about some disaster or something that is going to
occur in my life that will bring inharmony into it, I say
"That one is not expressing the intelligence of the indwelling Lord." I know what my God is. I know that
my God is the Source of all good, and when one who pretends to know about things invisible prophesies sickness
or failure, I say at once, "That one is not worshiping
the true God. That one has in some way gotten in touch
with the angel of the adverse. The adversary is there
at work." I know that the promise within me is that
all sickness shall be taken away when I bow down and
worship the true God. That is the promise from beginning to end of this Scripture; and all of oar ailments
and all of oar sickness and all of our limitations of every
character shall be taken away when we turn from material things and worship the true God.
This worship of the true God enters into every deDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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tail of oar lives. I find that those people who are satisfied with the revelations of God to them, who know
and understand the Principle, are the safest and most
satisfactory to deal with. They are true to the Principle as they know it, they are honest and upright and
definite, and when they make an appointment you can
depend upon their keeping it. And those people are
worshipers of the God of Spirit and they believe in the
one Troth.
The principle of Life is a principle that never fails,
so that life should never fail, under any circumstances.
The principle of Life is a principle that is never wavering, so that we should never be in a wavering, doubtful
state of mind. We should know absolutely, because the
Principle is the Divine Knower. The principle of Love
is a loving, kind, gentle, forbearing, forgiving, principle;
and so, if we work in that kind, loving, forgiving, forbearing, charitable state, we may know that the one
Love is working through us.
So we may go on and on and illustrate the working of this wonderful Principle, and through it we may
know in oar lives whether we are worshiping the true
God, or whether we are worshiping images.
We cannot escape the making of thought-images
but we can give ours wings.
Every thought you have engraves itself somewhere
on your body, and if yon say often with Jesus, "I and
my Father are one," you will become so illuminated that
you will see the mental cause of every bodily condition.
For tasks in hours of insight willed
Can be through hoars of gloom fulfilled;
Not till the hours of light return
All we have built do we discern.
—Matthew Arnold.
He's true to God who is true to man.—Lowell.
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DIVINE ORDER
C. LEONA B. MATHEWS.

I VINE Order is now established in my Mind and
affairs."
In one of Miss Carter's Little Sermons she
says, "God's Universe is in Divine Order and when we
make ourselves one with that order our world manifests
i t " Not only in the ontside will there be order, bat in.
the within, which is the source and the cause.
Some people wear themselves out in mind and body
trying to put their house or their business in order and
in straightening the tangled affairs of life, when if they
would only take the time and make the effort to set the
mind in Divine Order the exterior things would fall into
line naturally.
When things go wrong and seem all mixed up, if
instead of looking for the cause in the things themselves
we would analyse our thoughts, the cause could always
be found. The guidance of the Spirit must be sought and
followed, for often our so-called virtues are the source
instead of the seeming faults, and only the Spirit can
reveal them to us.
Many of us were allowed to grow up with the idea
that we could criticise and condemn in our hearts and
speak our criticisms in our homes perhaps, if we did
not stir up strife and make trouble for our friends; but
we have learned that truly "as a man thinketh in his
heart so is he," and so is his world, for our world and
environment are what we make them.
One reason why we may seem to be manifesting daorder at times is because there is something that must be
up-rooted. Perhaps you call upon a friend and find
plastering and papering etc. in progress. There is
apparent disorder bat your friend is happy, for she realises what a beautiful, orderly place it will be when the
house cleaning is over. Why can we not view our mental and bodily house cleaning in a joyful frame of mind,
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say it is good, it is all right, thus hastening the good
work and establishing greater and more divine order
than we have known before?
It is not necessary to become perfect through suffering, but if we have not realised oar oneness with God
sufficiently to ward off these discomforts, let us at least
realise that the cleansing power of the Spirit is working through us and then prepare ourselves against repetitions of these experiences. All children can not be
taught by the same method, and we always have the opportunity to take everything the best way if we can take
it; if not we must get it some other way.
There is no contagion except by thought Even
the physicians are now saying that fear is the only cause
of rabies. These fear thoughts are in the air, and like
attracts like.
That is one way in which a person takes on dite&se.
Another way is by being so negative that anything that
comes along may find a lodging place.
A negative person leaves the door of bis mind unguarded and all sorts of thoughts come trooping in and
take possession for a time; then others come along and
thus he changes his mind frequently; that is, the I AM
is not in control and he allows himself to be ruled by
the most dominant of these wanderers.
Such a mind is not in Divine Order, but a mind
stayed on God must be orderly; and furthermore it is a
positive mind and will attract only that which it desires
from sympathetic thought-waves.
After a time the mental atmosphere is changed and
we do not need to guard the door, because what we do
not desire is not attracted to us.
There must be the praying without ceasing which
is simply an acknowledgment and realisation of our
oneness with the Father at all times, so that when emergencies arise we are prepared. Occasional recognition
of our sonship is not sufficient. We should not wait until the adverse condition of thought assails and then beDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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gin oar fortification. No, we most be ready beforehand.
The thrifty housewife puts her house in order early in
the day; so should we put our mental house in order
every morning and declare for the divine harmony in
every organ of the body.
When we have set our mental house in perfect or
Divine order, peace and harmony will be the result.
How shall we do this ? Our understanding of Truth
needs systematizing and, to be sure we understand aright,
-suppose we stop trying so hard and trust a little more. I
am reminded of the old hymn,—"It is not try but trust."
Now in the Bible we read "There is a spirit in man
and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth him understanding."
We have heard much about getting still, so that we
may enter the Holy of Holies and receive this inspiration of the Almighty, but each one at some time finds
out for himself just how.
The secret is concentration. And how shall we concentrate? This is where Divine order plays such an
important part. We must learn to accept only such
thoughts as we wish to keep; pigeon hole these, as it
were, and correlate all material for future use. When
you wish to consider a certain'subject pull out for study
and consideration all that you have stored up regarding
that subject. Think of one thing at a time and insist
that all other thoughts keep their place, and also that
all thoughts which may be knocking for admittance
from the outside are not allowed to enter unless they
are invited, and you will not invite them unless they can
assist you hi their problem.
Our lives will change when we realise that every
time we form a good habit, cultivate a worthy quality
or carry out a good intention, or in fact do our best in
any line, we are expressing God—setting the God ideas
at work in the world.
Things which before have seemed impossible will
be attainable when we realize that within each one is
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the store house of all knowledge and all wisdom and in
fact every good which we can possibly desire. The
only stipulation is that we really and truly want it. We
are children of God and inherit only from him. Order
is of God, so if we want Divine order in our minds and
affairs we can have it.
The result will be peace and harmony; and where
these are found in the mind they will manifest, not
only in the outside world about us but in our bodies,,
giving perfect health.
Also we will have gained the ability to concentrate
and with that comes an improved memory, and, best of
all, the ability to enter into the Holy of Holies.
"I am God's child and I manifest harmony and
wholeness."

GIVING AND GAINING
We reap in return for our sowing,
And not for mere dreaming of gains;
The winds that are fitfully blowing
Across the wide, billowy plains
Will bring us no shiploads of treasure,
Unless we have ships to return;
The world gives us measure for measure
And hope for the hopes that we earn-.
The world gives us joy for enjoyment,
That we have the grace to impart,
The heart is soon out of employment,
That ceases to gladden some heart;
The pleasure and profit of living
Are sweetened by effort and zeal;
The world gives us gains for our giving,
And not for the empty appeal.
—Chicago Record-Herald.
We live in deeds, not years.—Bailey.
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THE POWER OF THE WORD
Answen to Quettiont Following Letton Si* in the
Primary Count of the Unity Society Correspondence School, by J. R. Rude,
a Student.
HAT is the Word of God?
It is Mind in its capacity of an Omnipresent, Living, Creative Force which "in the beginning was with God and was God." It is the "God
said" of Genesis, and the Logos of John's Gospel.
How. was the universe created?
The universe was created by the Word of God.
God taid, "Let there be light, and it was so." God $aid,
Let there be a firmament: and God saw that it was good."
God created a perfect Idea which, tpoken into expression,
made the manifest universe. "By faith we understand
that the worlds were framed by the Word of God."
How does man make his world?
By his words. Everything in God is in man, even
to the universe. In mortal consciousness man merely
forms and his work perishes. If he says, "I don't know,"
he makes darkness. If he says, "I am Wisdom," his
world will be lighted with Divine Intelligence. If his
words lack faith in Substance, he will manifest poverty.
If he lacks faith in Life, his words will bring sickness,
old age, death. By our words we either deny or glorify
God in our world.
How may a perfect body and perfect world be made
by man?
A perfect world will be created at a perfect body
is created; i. e., by the all-inclusive Word of God. When
man becomes quickened to the Christ Consciousness, he
speaks the complete Word to his body. He incorporates Life, Substance, Intelligence, Strength, Love and
Order into his flesh, blood and bones and makes an incorruptible, imperishable body of pure Spirit Substance.
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If his ideas lack any of these elements his body and
world will pass away as a vapor. With the taking of
bread, let ns eat his words; this will go a long way in
making a perfect body.
What is the new birth? How does it take place?
The new birth is being begotten, born and quickened into spiritual consciousness—the Christ Mind. It
takes place by a right use of the Word of Truth, "Being
born again not of corruptible seed but of incorruptible,
by the Word of God."
What changes in man follow the new birth?
He has the Mind of Christ, the earth mind has
passed away. His body is no longer "flesh as grass,"
but is enduring, abiding, not subject to death and corruption. He is consciously the Son of God—the Word—
and lives and abides forever. He is a member of the redeemed and glorified body of Christ.
Explain fully how the promise, "He shall have
whatsoever he saith," is fulfilled.
This is one of the wonderful statements of Jesus
and includes the full understanding of man's power and
privilege to use the creative word. Its practical value is
shown in the fact that man makes his body and his world
by the peculiar words he selects and uses. If we hold
ourselves or others in the thought of sin, all those adverse conceptions put into words show outwardly in our
bodies and affairs. By man's words he makes his heaven
or hell. What he looses on earth is loased in heaven;
what he binds on earth is bound in heaven. He can
bind up his bowels and his brain cells, or he can set them
free. "To him that hath (who says he has) more
shall be given; from him who hath not shall be taken
even that which he seemeth to have."
Why is it necessary to express Divine Love in all
our words?
If Divine Love is left out of our words discord results, for Love is embraced in the Word of God. The
presence of Love in our words eliminates all resisting,
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criticising, fault-finding and angry words. Divine Love
holds the Universe in unity, and if we fail to express
it in all our words, our minds, bodies and world begin to
disintegrate and cannot be held together.
What heals a rebellious state of mind?
Such false states of mind must be denied away.
The intellect blames God for all its troubles because it
is ignorant of the power of the word to make these troubles. Harmony is restored and the rebellious mind
healed when it understands the power of words in making its body and the conditions surrounding its life.
When it expresses the Word of God in fullness these inharmonious conditions disappear.
What words must be dominant in restoring life and
health?
Life-giving and healing words, words which are
the opposite of those associated with death and sickness.
These words proceed out of the mouth of the man who
is conscious of the abundant Life of the Spirit in the universe and in himself. This Life is Health and heals.
Jesus said, "Arise, take up thy bed and walk." "Lazarus, ceme forth." "Thy son liveth."
What words make for power and put out negative
conditions ?
Words of Truth from the Omnipresent Christ.
All-authoritative, confident, convincing and positive
words make for power. All words that spring from the
consciousness of Omnipotence within are words of Power and put out negative conditions. Such words do not
fail to secure the Christ dominion and mastery.
What words fill the emptiness of lack and poverty?
Words that are spoken out of the consciousness of
one who realizes the Omnipresent Substance of God.
These are words of plenty and abundance. For example, "The Spirit of plenty is active in all my affairs,
and I have increasing abundance." "Thou, O God of
Substance, art my mighty Resource and I trust and firmly believe in thy unfailing bounty."
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How may one attain the consciousness necessary to
speak real creative words ?
Real creative words are' spoken out of the Christ
consciousness. The personal consciousness is barren of
such words. To speak such words with power, ane must
be very still and realize Power. He must enter into
and make himself one with the Power-Idea. When he
has opened himself in the way until he is filled with
Power, then he can speak real creative words with the
All-Power of God.
Explain the difference between Substance and matter?
Matter is an ignorant consciousness of Substance.
Looking at forms with the outward eye, man sees a lack
of Life and Intelligence; and he forms his conclusions
according to three dimensions, or from the idea of things
as space-filling, and in this category he places his body.
If man would eliminate the material consciousness, let
him trace everything back to the Ideas in Divine Mind.
Substance is one of these Ideas. Its scriptural
name is "the earth." "God is creating the earth." This
Substance is to be formed in mind and established
through faith. This is symbolized by the "dry land."
The personal ego has conceived matter from Substance,
but the latter is eternal and not space-filling. Modern
science calls this Substance the universal ether. All
our thoughts and acts work in it and out of it we make
our bodies and all things touching our life.
What is the fourth dimension?
It is man's concept of spiritual Substance. Forms
lose the false idea of separateness and the primal elements are omnipresent. Under the Divine Law man's
body and the Universe come into a Divine Unity. This
will obviate all resistance, opposition and friction. All
sense of space,, time and matter are gone. Wherever the
thought is, there immediately will be the body. Jesus
practiced this when he went into a room through a closed
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door. Since mind is free and unlimited, its creations
under this law will be the same.
How is the body redeemed?
If man were living in the fourth dimension it does
not follow that he would lose his body. He would lose
his materialistic conception of body and gain a spiritual
conception of it. He could not gain spiritual consciousness by a separation of spirit, soul and body, for they are
one—the whole man. Since the body is Expression in
the Trinity, it must in.it* perfection manifest all that is
in the mind and idea. As soon as the perfect ideas,
Life, Substance, Intelligence and Strength, are attained
in consciousness they will be expressed in body. We
then find that the same spiritual conditions are manifest
in body as are idealized in mind. This redeems the body
from sin, sickness and death.
What is it to keep the words of Jesus ?
To keep his words does not mean to have an intellectual perception of them and say, "Yes, I agree." But
they must be received into consciousness and repeated
over in the realization that they are Words of Truth containing Life, Substance, Intelligence, Power. In this
way we build bis words into our consciousness and they
become manifest in our bodies, which will be saved from
death and corruption. "If any man keep my sayings,
he shall never see death."
What does Paul represent in Scripture?
He represents the Word on its way through the
body, building up the centers of the organism. He fulfilled this in his preaching and missionary journeys. We
are commanded individually to carry the Word into
Judea and into the uttermost parts of the earth (body).
Describe in detail how we should carry the Word
to the uttermost parts of our bodies.
We should go down to the Life center and set it
free from the multitude of errors which we have been
storing up there. Tell it that it is not limited to three
score years and ten of imperfect manifestation. Tell it
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that it is not carnal and sinful, but pure with the purity
of Spirit. Tell it that it is now one with the great.
Universal, Omnipresent, Unchanging, perfect, eternal
Life of the universe. Then there will follow a mighty
inflow of the pure, rich Substance of Life, and this
portion of our consciousness and bodies will have the
corse raised.
Go to the Power center at the root of the tongue.
Deny all inability and inefficiency. Say, "All power is
given unto me in mind and body."
Speak to the Strength center at the small of the
back. Restore its strength by denying all weakness
and affirming strength. Say, "I am strong in the Lord."
"My strength is sufficient for thee."
The Love center is near the heart. Tell it that it
is not filled with selfishness but with Divine Love, the
pure, Universal Love. Say, "I am Love, overflowing
to all creatures; I cannot hate; my nature is Love."
Go to the Substance center back of the pit of the
stomach. Tell it that it is the center from which proceeds the true Substance out of which the body is created
in perfection. Impress upon it that materiality is false
and that there is but one pure Spirit Substance and out
of it your Being is created in righteousness and truth.
What is the result when the spiritual Law has unlimited expression in man?
A transformation of man, in mind, body and affairs,
by the renewing of his mind. Spiritual Law is Principle, and Principle is Divine Intelligence. If man's
ignorance did not interfere in the work of Intelligence
in the body, a perfect, spiritual body would be built and
it would be kept in perfect order. This will be done,
when spiritual Law is fully expressed in man by means
of the Word, and the union of the conscious, subconscious and superconscions is accomplished. All the false
thought structures in the subconscious must be dissolved
before this union can be made. Spiritual Law is Life,
Substance, Love, Power, Strength and Order. If we
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give these thoughts unlimited expression in our universe
we will be transformed from sinful, sick, ignorant, weak
and beggarly mortals into our true estate—Sons of God
and joint heirs with Jesus Christ. "We are members of
his body, of his flesh, and of his bones." Our bodies become imperishable, incorruptible, made of the one pure
spiritual Substance, redeemed and glorified.
A lady visiting Colorado suffered greatly from the
elevation. One day after an attack of breathlessness
she sighed out: " I am sure I shall die!" "Will you go
to heaven if you die?" inquired her little son, anxiously.
" I hope so, dear." The small boy burst into tears.
"Oh, mother, dear," he sobbed, "don't go to heaven.
You could never stand the altitude."
Be still: the crown of life is silentness.
Give thou a quiet hour to each long day.
Too much time we spend in profitless
And foolish talk,—too little do we say.
If thou wouldst gather words that shall avail,
Learning a wisdom worthy to express,
Leave for a while thy chat and empty tale,—
Study the golden speech of silentness.
— A . L. Salmon.
As flowers never put on their best clothes for Sunday, but wear their spotless raiment and exhale their
odor every day, so let your righteous life, free from
stain, ever give forth the fragrance of God.—Henry
Ward Beecher.
" I n life's small things be resolute and great—
To keep thy muscles trained.
How knowest thou when God thy measure takes,
Or when he'll say to thee—
' I find thee worthy—do this deed for m e . ' "
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KNOWING AND DOING
STELLA M.

TEMPLE MAN

IF any man will to do his will, he shall know of
the doctrine, whether it be of God."
Will and understanding are two inherent faculties of man, but the former is the one first called into action. Not everyone realises that he possesses spiritual understanding, the faculty of unerringly knowing the Truth
without being told from without, because understanding
sometimes lies very deep below the surface and has not
been called out by recognition. Everyone realizes will
power as his own and knows that he is free to exercise
it. Therefore Jesus, with this recognised faculty as
a starting point, songht to awaken his disciples and auditors to the fact of Universal Wisdom. Will and understanding are inseparably joined in consciousness,
therefore if we are conscious of will we must become
conscious of knowing Truth intuitively.
But we must realise the true Universal Will, the
Good Will, not any personal, selfish concept of will, if
we would gain spiritual discernment. The Father's
Will must become one with ours, or rather, we must
unify our will with the Divine Will. This is not anything difficult or mysterious, if we will stop and consider
it a moment. God's will means Good Will, and it is
this Good Will that must be established in us as a permanent state of mind before intuition, or the discernment of Omnipresent Wisdom, makes all plain to us.
We know what Good Will is and are familiar with its effect upon us and others. It uplifts and clarifies our
mental vision so that we see everything bathed in the
light of ineffable Love. If we cherish perfect good
will toward an individual, we get a true estimate of his
character, his true intents and purposes are opened up
to us and we understand him.
The first act of creation is an act of the will. God
said, "Let there be." This is nn expression of Will, or
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will in action. As the will is inseparably connected with
understanding, the first command (or decree of the will)
is "Let there be light." Light, or understanding, was
created by the will. If a subject comes up of which we
desire more understanding, and we say quietly and confidently, "I am interested in this and I do understand it.
It is clear to me and I know it," the light comes to us.
The way is opened up and we have the desire of our
hearts,—true understanding. Interest in a subject is
proof positive that our attitude toward it is one of good
will. If we feel drawn or attracted toward a subject,
or an individual, to the extent of giving our attention, we
may be sure our hearts are harboring good will toward
that man or that subject.
The life story of Daniel is one of the most interesting and instructive in the Bible, and shows the development of these twin faculties, will and understand*
ing, to a wonderful degree. The first incident of Daniel's recorded history is an act of will. We are told that
"Daniel purposed in hit heart that he would not defile
himself with the king's meat, nor with the wine which
he drank."He decided to be loyal to his God, to be
temperate in eating and drinking. This decision required the courage and boldness of Divine faith, because this very diet had been selected for Daniel and his
companions and he was ordered to subsist upon it for
three years, as it was very desirable that those who stood
before the king be comely, well nourished and pleasing
in appearance, and this food was considered the proper
kind to produce these effects. Therefore Daniel, in refusing it, went directly in the face of the well established precedents of his day. The idea prevailed among
men at that time, as it does today among those not fully
awake to spiritual realities, that a purely vegetarian
diet is not sufficient in nourishing qualities to maintain
the body in perfect health. Daniel acted on his faith
in this matter, backed up by his resolute will.
Yet it was not the personal will that he exercised,
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because it aroused no antagonism. He used good will in
presenting his decision, putting it in the form of an
earnest request, and the prince in charge yielded easily
to bis persuasion. After a fair trial, or test, it was found
that the four children of Israel who *had confined themselves to a strict vegetarian diet were more pleasing in
appearance and in better realisation of health than any
of the eaters of flesh. "Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good." This Daniel did.
The result of the exercise of will by Daniel is a
striking proof of the law, "He that willeth to do his will
shall know," of the inseparable nature of will and understanding. We read that "As for these four children,
God gave them knowledge and skill in all learning and
wisdom, and Daniel had understanding in all visions
and dreams." It was also said of Daniel that "in him
was the spirit of the holy gods . . . light and understanding and wisdom, like the wisdom of the gods, was
found in him. An excellent spirit, and knowledge, and
understanding, interpreting of dreams, and showing of
hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in
the same Daniel."
Many honors and great success came to Daniel during the reigns of the four kings, Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, Darius and Cyrus. Darius divided his kingdom into 120 provinces, over each of which he appointed
a prince, and Daniel was the chief of these 120 princes.
He rose from humble captivity to the exalted positionof prime minister, not because of political preferment,
family distinction or other material influence, but all
"because an excellent spirit was in him,"—even spiritual understanding, the Spirit of God come forth through
the faithful unification of his own will with the Divine.
The life of Daniel is proof positive of the value and •
desirability of the expression of Spirit in the so-called
active world of affairs. There is an idea afloat that
one who mingles much with the world and takes an
active part in its events can not develop or express spirDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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itual Truth. This Daniel's life and words disprove.
In interpreting the dream of Nebuchadnezzar, he said
to that king that his worldly glory and majesty and dominion should be taken away "until thou know that the
Most High ruleth In the kingdom of men, and giveth
it to whomsoever he will." This prophecy came to pass.
God's law does operate in the kingdom of men as well
as in the kingdom of heaven, and by unifying our will
with the Divine the understanding comes to us whereby
we are enabled to unite the two kingdoms into one.
In the realm of Spirit, Daniel represents the I AM
bringing forth the faculties of Will and Understanding
in Divine Order. There must be a letting go of the error
thoughts, and a gathering into consciousness of all our
true thoughts or ideas, and all must be held together by the action of will. Some say they can not
control their thought, but this is a mistake. We "have
power to take it up and to lay it down." This power we
have received of our Father,—Divine Will Power. We
can lay down any line of thought that we find we do
not want to hold, and we can take up the true and desirable. And we do know the true, right thoughts that
belong to us. "My sheep know my voice, and I know
them, and they follow me." "And they shall never perish, neither shall any man pluck them out of my hand."
The I AM is the Shepherd of our thoughts, and when
we assert our I AM ownership and control they can not
get away from us. We gather them right into the mind
and they are safe, "and there shall be one fold and one
Shepherd."
The I AM becomes identified with the
thoughts which it holds.
"And other sheep I have, which are not of this
fold." The One Mind has an infinite range of Ideas,
and all these true Ideas are ours. The joy of receiving new ideas into consciousness passes understanding
from an intellectual standpoint. "Them also I mutt
bring, and they thall hear my voice." When the I AM
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claims an Idea from the Infinite Mind, that idea responds and comes into expression.
To realise this I AM dominion, we must develop will
and understanding. This can be done only by getting
still and realizing the Omnipresent Will and Wisdom.
Speak to your thoughts and say, "Let there be peace
and stillness." Then say, "I am still. I am at peace
in mind and body. God's Will is now done in me and
the light of his infinite Wisdom shines through and
through me." You will be surprised at the changed,
new character of thoughts that will come to you, at the
understanding that lights up your mind, even after
practicing this a little while faithfully. "Behold, how
great a matter a little fire kindleth." The purity, the
richness, the brightness of God's kingdom will begin to
dawn in you as you behold these true ideas coming into your mind. Only be faithful and you shall see the
salvation of the Lord, for he will show it to you.
Little children in school always look forward eagerly to recess,—a play spell, when they can lay aside for
a while their work and run out doors to eat lunch and
play games. We as metaphysicians should look forward
to a recess also, and with the same eagerness as the little child; but our recess is not a running out of the mind.
It is an opening into the depths of consciousness, the
Holy of Holies, where God awaits us, ready to
feed us with the true Substance of Life, Wisdom
and Power, and to refresh and enlighten us with
his loving-kindness and tender mercy. We must lay
aside from our mind all burdens, all tasks, all fears and
worries,—and we can, because this Daniel, or I AM,
within us is a "dissolver of doubts and shower of hard
sentences," so that no doubt or hard sentence need remain in our hearts unsolved,—and turn our minds, completely relaxed and free from these things in the outer,
to Spirit. Then will we rest and be refreshed in and
by our Good. We can no longer have anything to fear,
because only "goodness and mercy shall follow me all
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the days of my life." No evil can befall me because I
am enfolded in Good Will, nothing is behind, following
me, except goodness and mercy, and nothing ahead except love, wisdom, power and all Good.
"Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that is within
me, bless his holy name. Who redeemeth my life from
destruction; who croteneth me with loving-kindness and
tender mercies."
Bless the Lord, O my soul. He that willeth to do
his will doe* know.
Give us this day our daily bread, we pray,
And likewise, Lord, our daily thought,
That our poor souls may strengthen as they ought,
And starve not on the husks of yesterday.
—PhiUipt Brook*.
Nothing is more moving to man than the spectacle
of reconciliation: our weaknesses are thus indemnified
and are not too costly—being the price we pay for the
hour of forgiveness; and the archangel, who has never
felt anger, has reason to envy the man who subdues it.
When thou forgivest, the man who has pierced thy heart
stands to thee in the relation of the sea-worm that perforates the shell of the mussel, which straightway closes
the wound with a pearl.—Jean Paul Richter.
Let us beware of losing our enthusiasm. Let us
ever glory in something and strive to attain our admiration for all that would ennoble, and our interest in all
that would enrich and beautify our life.—Phillip*
Brook*.
Do not grope
Among the shadows of old sins, out let
Thine own soul's light shine on the path of hope
And dissipate the darkness.
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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BIBLE
CHARLEJ^IF I LLMOR&
Lesson 8 . August 21.
JESUS NEARING JERUSALEM.—Matt. 20:17-34.
17. And as Jesus was going up to Jerusalem, he took
the twelve disciples apart, and on the way be said unto them,
18. Behold, we go up to Jerusalem; and the Son of man
shall be delivered unto the chief priests and scribes; and they
shall condemn him to death,
19. and shall deliver him unto the Gentiles to mock, and
to scaurge, and to crucify: and the third day be shall be raised
ipso. Then came to him the mother of the sons of Zebedee
with her sons, worshipping him, and asking a certain thing of
him.
SI. And be said unto her, What wouldest thou? She
saith unto him, Command that these my two sons may sit,
one on thy right hand, and one on thy left hand, in thy kingdom.
S3. But Jesus answered and said, Ye know not what ye
ask. Are ye able to drink the cup that I am about to drink?
They say unto him, We are able.
53. He saith unto them, My cup indeed ye shall drink:
but to sit on my right hand, and on my left band, is not mine
to give; but it it for them for whom it hath been prepared
of my Father.
54. And when the ten heard it, they were moved with
indignation concerning the two brethren.
25. But Jesus called them unto him, and said, Ye know that
the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their great
ones exercise authority over them.
26. Not so shall it be among you: but whosoever would
become great among you shall be your minister;
ST. and whosoever would be first among you shall be
your servant:
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28. even as the Son of man came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many.
39. And as they went out from Jericho, a great multitude
followed him.
30. And behold, two blind men sitting by the wayside,
when they beard that Jesus was passing by, cried out, saying,
Lord, have mercy on us, thou son of David.
31. And the multitude rebuked them, that they should
hold their peace: but they cried out the more, saying, Lord,
have mercy on us, thou son of Daviu.
33. And Jesus stood still, and called them, and said,
what will ye that I should do unto you?
33. They say unto him, Lord, that our eyes may be
opened.
34. And Jesus, being moved with compassion, touched
their eyes; and straightway they received their sight, and followed him.
G O L D E N T E X T — E v e n a* the Son of man came
not to be minittered
unto, but to miniMter, and to give
hi* life a rantom for many.—Matt.
SO: 28.
Jesus going up to Jerusalem represents man in the
regeneration reaching a place in his development where
the old state of mind must be wholly erased and in its
stead a new and higher man established.
Before the new house is built the old one must be
demolished. A new set of ideas builds a new body and
it replaces the old body of weakness', disease and death.
When this takes place there is great commotion in mind
— t h e religious thoughts are full of condemnation and
the secular thoughts would crush out entirely the claimant of a life beyond their ken. In destroying the life
in the physical body they destroy their only avenue
of expression.
Thus error in its ignorance destroys
itself.
Many states of mind have to be dealt with by one
who arouses all the powers in the conscious and subconscious realms. The Soul, represented by the mother of
Zebedee's children, wants her offspring to have first place
in the new kingdom. This ambition of the soul is evident when we think our abilities should be given due
recognition in the spiritual kingdom, without consid-
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ering their experience or training—under the spiritual
law. When asked if they are able to drink the cup of
the spiritually minded, and be baptized with his baptism, they lightly answer, "We are able."
B u t are they ready to give up pride, ambition for
place or preferment, and become like common servants in the house? Workers in the Vineyard of Jesus
Christ find few who are willing to serve as he served.
T h e y think that their intellectual attainments fit them
for any place in the spiritual kingdom, when they lack
that first and most important evidence of complete dedication—the abnegation of self and a readiness to do
whatever the Spirit bids.
Every priest in the Catholic church must pass
through the serving state before he can enter a higher;
so the neophyte in the secret religions of the Orient
must serve in the most menial duties before he is considered a safe custodian of the higher forces of the soul
and mind.
As we proceed in our spiritual development we find
certain laws at work in mind and body. When we perceive a truth, and obediently place ourselves in all
ways necessary to the bringing forth of it, we observe an
increase in power. Instead of being one of a multitude
we become leader, and the multitude follows, eager to
be instructed and helped out of their darkness.

I

There are many blind men in our minds but we
did not know it until we becime meek enough to receive Divine Wisdom. Then only can we clear up the
ignorance and lack of perception within our own souls.
To touch the eyes of one's own ignorance and darkness
one must get the attention of the blind by mentally asking, "What will ye that I should do unto you?" They
will nearly always answer, "Lord, that our eyes may be
opened." That is, the soul is always calling for more
"light"; more understanding. Then "touch" the allpotential mind within you with your Word of Truth
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that the Spirit gives to every man—innate spiritual u nderstanding. "Ask and ye shall receive." "I AH the
light of the world; ye are the light of the world."
Lesson 9,

August 2 8 .

JESUS E N T E R I N G JERUSALEM.—Matt. 21:1-17.
1. And when they drew nigh unto Jerusalem, and came
unto Bethphage, unto the mount of Olives, then Jesus sent two
disciples,
2. saying unto them, Go into the village that is over
against you, and straightway ye shall find an ass tied, and a
colt with her: loose them, and bring them unto me.
3. And if any one say aught unto you, ye shall say,
The Lord hath need of them; and straightway be will send
them.
4. Now this is come to pass, that it might be fulfilled
which was spoken through the prophet, saying,
5. Tell ye the daughter of Zion,
Behold, thy King cometh unto thee,
Meek, and riding upon an ass,
And upon a colt the foal of an ass.
6. And the disciples went, and did even as Jesus appointed them,
7. and brought the ass, and the colt, and put on them
their garments; and he sat thereon.
8. And the most part of the multitude spread their garments in the way; and others cut branches from the trees, and
spread them in the way.
9. And the multitudes that went before him, and that
followed, cried, saying, Hosanna to the son of David: Blessed
is be that cometh in the name of the Lord; Hosanna in the
highest.
10. And when he was come into Jerusalem, all the city
was stirred, saying, Who is this?
11. And the multitudes said, this is the prophet, Jesus,
from Nazareth of Galilee.
19. And Jesus entered into the temple of God, and cast
out all them that sold and bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the money-changers, and the seats of them
that sold the doves;
13. and he saith unto them, It is written, My bouse shall
be called a house of prayer: but ye make it a den of robbers.
14. And the blind and the lame came to him in the temple; and be bealed them.
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15. But when the chief priests and the scribes saw the
wonderful things that be did, and the children that were crying in the temple and saying, Hosanna to the son of David;
they were moved with indignation,
16. and said unto him, Hearest thou what these are saying? And Jesus said unto them, Yea: did ye never read, Out
of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise?
17 And he left them, and went forth out of the city to
Bethany, and lodged there.
G O L D E N T E X T — H o t a n n a to the ton of David:
Bletted
it he that cometh in the name of the Lord; Hotanna in the highett.—Matt
21:9I n oriental countries in Bible times kings and rulers rode the ass, and it was the accepted bearer of royalty. In the man consciousness the animal part is typified b y the ass, and its being ridden into Jerusalem by
Jesus is to portray the mastery by the I AM of the animal nature and its manifestation ( c o l t ) . Jerusalem is
city of peace or spiritual consciousness.
"The Lord hath need of them." These forces of
the so-called lower nature in man are necessary to his
full-orbed expression. A man or woman with the animal nature asleep or suppressed is but partially alive.
The vital fires are in this department of being, and it is
in this purifying furnace that the material man is melted
up and the pure gold extracted.
Those who live on the plane of mere animal generation do not ride the ass into Jerusalem—they are not
masters of their animal natures, but, like the beasts of
the field, mere slaves to animal desire.
In the regeneration these animal forces are turned
inward and become powers on 'a higher field of action.
To fulfill this part of their mission they must be wholly
weaned from the animal habits. So long as the animal
rules, the man is slave. When the I AH man takes charge
of the body a new order of things is inaugurated. T h e
vitality is no longer wasted in mere sense gratification.
Through high and pure ideals the whole consciousness
is raised to a higher standard. Through interior thought
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concentration the subtle essences of the organism are
transmuted to vibratory energies and become important
factors in building up that pure body which is to triumph
over death.
But let not that one who is indulging the sense man
in his animal ways think for one moment that he is on
the royal road into Jerusalem. "Blessed is he that Cometh in the name of the Lord." The Lord is the higher
ruling principle in- man, and it is this which is to be in
supremacy, and not the lower. There is much sophistry among a certain school of sense-metaphysicians who
love to live the life of the animal and call it God. The
Master Metaphysician said, "That which is born of the
flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is Spirit." Another said, "Be not deceived; God is not mocked;
for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap.
For he that soweth unto his own flesh shall of the flesh
reap corruption; but he that soweth unto the Spirit shall
of the Spirit reap eternal life."
The characteristics of the ass are meekness, stubbornness, persistency and endurance. To ride these is
to make them obedient to one's will. The outer thoughts,
or people, recognize that some unusual movement of
mind is going on and they fall in line. Their cry "Hosanna" means "Save, we pray!" A change of base
from personal willfulness to meekness and obedience stirs
up the whole consciousness, or city, and there is questioning about the cause. Simply saying in the silence,
"Not my will but thine be done," often stirs up such a
commotion and then there is questioning as to the cause.
The answer is, "This is Jesus (I AM) the prophet (one
who states the Spiritual law) from Nazareth (place of
development) of Galilee (life activity). Rendered in
modern metaphysical terms this would read, "This is the
supreme I AM stating the law of the Spirit in development of life action."
The financial thoughts have to be regulated, and
those that traffic for gain cast out. When we think how
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we are going to make financial profit by some scheme of
the carnal mind, we create within onr own temples thieving thoughts that destroy onr minds and steal onr very
tissues. These the supreme I AM casts out through denial.
Healing always follows the casting out of sin. Jesus
reiterated again and again the law, "Go, and sin no
more, lest a worse thing come upon thee." Real forgiveness of sin is always followed by bodily healing, and
those Christians who think they will find heaven through
disease and death are surely doomed to disappointment.

Lesaon 10, September 4

THE PARABLES OF JUDGMENT.—Matt. 21:
SS-46.
S3. Hear another parable: There was a man that was a
householder, who planted a vineyard, and set a hedge about it,
and digged a winepress in it, and built a tower, and let it
out to husbandmen, and went into another country.
34. And when the season of the fruits drew near, be
sent his servants to the husbandmen, to receive his fruits.
35. And the husbandmen took his servants, and beat one,
and killed another, and stoned another.
36. Again, he sent other servants more than the first: and
they did unto them in like manner.
37. But afterward be sent unto them bis son, saying,
They will reverence my son.
38. But the husbandmen, when they saw the son, said
among themselves, This is the heir; rome, let us kill him, and
take his inheritance.
39. And they took him, and cast him forth out of the
vineyard, and killed him.
40. When therefore the lord of the vineyard shall come,
what will be do unto those husbandmen?
41. They say unto him, He will miserably destroy those
miserable men, and will let out the vineyard unto other husbandmen, who shall render him the fruits in their seasons.
43. Jesus saith unto, them. Did ye never read in the
scriptures,
The stone which the builders rejected,
The same was made the head of the corner;
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This was from the Lord,
And it is marvelous in our eyes?
43. Therefore say I unto you, the kingdom of God shall
be taken away from you, and shall be given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.
44. And he that falleth on this stone shall be broken to
pieces: but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will scatter him as
dust
45. And when the chief priests and the Pharisees heard
his parables, they perceived that he spake of them.
46. And when they sought to lay bold on him, they
feared the multitudes, because they took him for a prophet.
G O L D E N T E X T — T h e r e f o r e tay I unto you, The
kingdom of God thall be taken away from
you.—Matt.
21.43.
T h e Pharisees are the hypocrites. They are d e nounced by Jesus with greater severity than any other
class of sinners. They pretended to practice the D i v i n e
Law, but failed to do so, representing the son who said,
"I go, sir; and went not."
These are attitudes of mind which every individual
finds within himself. T h e thoughts in the mind of each
of us are attracted to a common center which is called
I AM. T h e various classifications of thought segregate
themselves according to their likes and dislikes, dominated, of coarse by the central I AM.
I AM is the Son of God, and can do the will of God
without interference from any outside source if it elects
to do that will. I n its ignorance it may become a sinner before it has claimed Divine Wisdom. Mind is the
vineyard of Being and all states of consciousness mast
be brought to fruitage by the Son or All-Potential
thought of God, in its free individuality. Wisdom and
obedience are to be brought forth and when the Son
is sincere and does the best he knows, he is on safer
ground than one who has allowed his thoughts to crystalize around certain set forms of righteousness. These
Pharisee thoughts observe the letter and lose sight of
the Spirit, but are so sure of their truth that they are im-
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movable and do not obey the Divine command, "Go forward."
Man's understanding of Truth is progressive, and
Divine Mind is constantly setting before us higher and
better standards of infinite compassion and forgiveness.
Those who are truly repentant and strive obediently to
do the will of God are fully forgiven regardless of the
magnitude of their sins, and they thus get into the kingdom before the self-righteous.
In the second parable the "householder" who
"planted a vineyard," and "set a hedge about it," and
"digged a wine-press" in it, and "built a tower," and
"let it out to husbandmen," and "went into another country," is Divine Mind. The "husbandmen" are the faculties implanted by that Mind and the "season of fruit,"
is the bringing forth of the various powers of consciousness. When selfishness enters in there is no recognition of the Divine Source of Life, which is the "winepress," digged by the Infinite Mind, nor the "hedge,"
which is Divine protection, nor the "high-tower," which
is Divine perception of Truth.
When the thoughts of the Spirit come to the husbandmen and claim recognition of the One Mind, they
are killed out of consciousness. The sending of the son
is the descent into consciousness of the Christ Spirit.
This is the heir, the Divine I AM, which the Pharisaical
attitude refuses to receive in its full power and dominion,
and to such a consciousness Christ is dead, and there is
no prospect of that re-generation of the body which is
brought about only through mental, spiritual, and even
physical receptivity to a higher quickening Life-Energy.
Lesson II, September 11
THE KING'S MARRIAGE FEAST.—Matt. 22:1-14.
1. And Jesus answered and spake again in parables unto
tbera, saying,
3. The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a certain king,
who made a marriage feast for his son,
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3. and sent forth his servants to call them that were bidden to the marriage feast: and they would not come.
4. Again be sent forth other servants, saying, Tell them
that are bidden, Behold, I have made ready my dinner; my oxen
and my fatlings are Idlled, and all things are ready: come to
the marriage feast.
6. But they made light of it, and went their ways, one
to his own farm, another to his merchandise;
6. and the rest laid hold on his servants, and treated
them shamefully, and killed them.
7. But the king was wroth; and be sent his armies, and
destroyed those murderers, and burned their city.
8. Then saith be to his servants, The wedding is ready,
but they that were bidden were not worthy.
9. Go ye therefore unto the partings of the highways,
and as many as ye shall find, bid to the marriage feast.
10. And those servants went out into the highways, and
gathered together all as many as they found, both bad and
good: and the wedding was filled with guests.
11. But when the king came in to behold the guests, he
saw there a man who had not on a wedding-garment:
IS. and he saith unto him, Friend, how earnest thou in
hither not having a wedding-garment? And be was speechless.
13. Then the king said to the servants, Bind him hand and
foot, and cast him out into the outer darkness; there shall be
the weeping and the gnashing of teeth.
14. For many are called, but few chosen.
G O L D E N T E X T — F o r many are called,
chosen.—Matt.
2 2 : 14.

but

few

All students of the Scriptures, and especially the
N e w Testament, should be thoroughly informed of the
laws of mind, and especially the always present character of everything that enters into the whole universe.
If you do not know that all things come from thoughts,
you will be constantly materializing the "heavens," and
misunderstanding the teaching of Jesus. T h e J e w s had
not acquired this understanding and Jesus was compelled
to compare the higher mental realms to material conditions and customs, in parables and allegories.
In our day we are finding inner powers in earth,
water and air that the ancient people knew not of, and
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through the use of these finer forces, the material world
is being transformed.
Bnt still deeper than the inner powers of earth, air
and water are mental and spiritual forces, which men
can put into expression, and bring about more wonderful transformations than they have yet imagined. The
Lord is trying to call their attention to these powers of
the spirit, and the one object of Jesus' life and teaching
was to. show how to attain and control the "kingdom of
the heavens." Today's lesson is to illustrate how this
omnipresent realm is being almost forced upon men
by the higher power.
If it were true Jesus could easily have said, "Heaven is located on a certain star a billion miles away; it
has golden streets and those who confess me will go there
after they die and play harps throughout eternity." Or,
he could have described the Spirit-world—a place where
men go and progress on and on after they die, and death
is the open door to this so-called higher life. But he
knew that these were all figments of the imagination of
people who were ignorant of the real relations existing
between the inner and the outer of the One Omnipresent God Mind, and he again and again illustrated by
familiar comparisons, with things of their daily life,
what the true heaven was and how very close the Father
is to his offspring.
The feast at a wedding follows the ceremony and
is dependent upon it. No wedding, no feast. So this
feast of the heavenly things prepared by the Father is
dependent upon the wedding er union of man with his
Spirit. This union must be made before man can partake of the heavenly feast. A very large number of people have made this union and they are the first invited
guests to the feast of the king. Strange, yet true, these
are most often the ones who are so taken up with exercising their superior abilities in material ways that
they ignore the call of the Spirit.
Nearly all the. world's brilliant people have someDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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where, at some time in the manj lives they have lived,
been quickened of the Spirit through some religious experience and a certain union made with the Lord. These
are the many who are called, but few of them choose
to come.
Great religious reforms and revivals originate among
the common people. The rich, the cultured and the
worldly wise are slow to accept spiritual truths. They
have acquired spiritual power and turned it into material avenues. But the "feast," the transcendently
good things of the Spirit, are pressing upon men and
when those who are best fitted to utilize them turn away,
the Lord bestows them upon those from the "highways,"
"both bad and good."
The guest without the "wedding garment," is one
who is attempting to take advantage of the wedding
feast without conforming to the requirements. I n oriental countries every wedding guest is expected to wear
a wedding garment, so in this wedding feast of the
Lord's, every guest should see to it that he is clothed
in his right mind—a right understanding of the Divine
Principle and a careful conformity to it in thought and
word. This will clothe a man with "robes of righteous-.
ness," which is the true "wedding-garment."
The Pharisaical mind is hard to change because it
believes that it has the whole truth and whatever is not
of its doctrine is error. Truth is progressive in its unfoldment and those who have it find new view-points
daily. But the Pharisee never ventures beyond the
teaching of his childhood, and every contemporary
prophet is met with the sneer of bitter disapproval and
the contemptuous question, "By what authority doest
thou these things? and who gave thee this authority?"
To expect a defeat is nine-tenths of a defeat itself.
-F. Marion Crawford.
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H E FAMILY—HARMONY
FAMfT V . - . H A R M O N V IN
IN
THE

^

THE HOME
Home is the Nursery of the Infinite—Chinning.
E D I T E D BY M Y R T L E

FILLMORE

[EDITOR'S NOTE.—Our good friend'Judge

m

Benson

hat lent hit eloquence to the cause of Motherhood, in an
addrett made on "Mothert' Day" before hit people in
Oklahoma City. With hit content we are glad to give
the mothert and fathert of "The Family" the benefit!
of itt vital pointtJ]

UNIVERSAL MOTHERHOOD
"Happy be
With such a mother I Faith in womankind
Beats with his blood, and trust in all things high
Comes easy to him, and though be trip and fall,
He shall not bind his soul with clay."
—Tennyson.
IF all the days which we specially observe and
commemorate, this "Mothers' D a y " appeals
to me as the most sweet, tender, and beautiful, and the thought of "the Universal Mother" challenges our reverent attention at this hour.
This reverence for Mother, this Madonna adoration, lies deep in human nature. I t speaks a universal
language and is common to all ages, races, and religions.
This mother-love is the highest expression, the
nearest the pure love of God, of any that we know on
this earth; it is imperishable, not to be extinguished.
Waters cannot drown it nor fires consume it, no sin or
disgrace diminish i t ; even the thought of hell itself
cannot shut it out or smother it. So we say this quality
which all people, everywhere, reverence is of the very
essence of the love of God itself.
The New Thought, with Emerson, evermore asserts the conscious divinity of humanity, and this realy Google
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iration aggrandizes motherhood, adds to its sacredness;
the consciousness that each child, each new human expression, is a divinity, exalts motherhood as nothing else
can. The old thought of depravity, of being born in
sin, not only degrades motherhood and is a slander on
our kind Father-Mother-God, but is a direct contradiction of the teaching of our divine brother, Jesus of Nazareth, who taught that unless you become as a little
child, you cannot enter the Kingdom of God.
The very foundations of the family, of human society and government, are laid on the trinity—father,
mother, child. It requires these elements to make a
home, and without the home, society has no lasting foundations.
In Drummond's great book, "The Ascent of Man,"
there is a remarkable chapter on "The Evolution of a
Mother," in which the author graphically describes the
slow climb of the mother principle up the spiral of evolution to the flowering tree, each flower being a wedding
garment, fore-shadowing motherhood, and onward and
upward through myriad ages to the recognition of the
trinity of mother, father, child, and the establishment of
the home and love of the family, when the words "mother" and "home" become sacred words.
This evolution has not ceased, for there are children yet born on the animal plane, with scarcely more
than an animal instinct of care and protection of the
bodies of the young. But as the race advances to its
holy destiny and this thought of the inherent divinity
of humanity becomes more and more a realization, when
we come to regard these bodies as in reality temples of
the living God, then will the race produce finer minds
and bodies and a motherhood fitted to bring forth the
new man—the new humanity.
This ideal motherhood can only be achieved when
woman is free—when love has expanded into liberty,
and pure, chaste, beautiful woman unfolds and • expresses her untrammeled individuality, and stands brow
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to brow with man, with equal rights, privileges, and
responsibilities.
Prophetic eyes are anxiously peering into the future, if haply they may discern the coming man—the
type man, the flower of humanity. Before this consummation can be reached there must cease to be a
double standard of morality, one for men—a very lax
one—and one for women—a very exact one—and man
will bring to the marriage altar a body as pure and
stainless as that of his bride.
Men will know too much of the law of life to taint
their bodies with lust or tobacco. Tobacco is now declared by the highest scientific authority to be "a deadly
poison," and is, according to my thinking and extensive
observation, today a greater menace to the progress and
welfare of the race than intoxicants, and the suggestion
°f a holy fatherhood as well as motherhood precludes
even the thought of a body saturated with nicotine poison.
"In that day" we will fully recognise the almost
tinlimited power of pre-natal influences—and like the
Athenians, surround the expectant mother with the most
beautiful, inspiring, and harmonious conditions.
Is this all a chimera, a beautiful vision only? Not
by any means; laws are becoming known, influences are
today at work in this advanced thought, which will cause
the race to advance by leaps and bounds, and the loftiest ideals and visions of today shall be the realities of
tomorrow. All this world-wide unrest today is but the
birth pain of the new humanity.
The paramount thought which I wish to impress
is this. Here is a mother: for a quarter of a century
she has been almost exclusively engaged in the high and
holy mission of motherhood and home-making—no higher or holier mission on all this earth—but one bird after
another has taken flight from the parent nest, and they
have builded nests of their own; the last one has flown
and the mother is alone in the home.
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And this is the paramount question: "What is her
mission now? What shall she do the remainder of her
days? Shall she sit down and say, 'Now I am old, my
work is done'?" or maybe she will have a tombstone
with her name and all but the date of her departing
thereon, and take her place in the corner and knit or
care for the grandchildren, and nod, and wait to put
that date on that stone. You know I am drawing a picture of countless mothers in all lands today.
But the New Thought reverses all this and says:
"Mother, you have just graduated from the school of
experience. You are now ripened, matured, fitted to be
a leader, to do good in the world. You have your casket
full of the rich, the priceless jewels of experience; bless
the world with them; enrich the young and inexperienced with these jewels."
I would sound a clarion call to all these mothers,
that they come forth from seclusion and take their rightful place at the head of the advancing column of humanity.
A woman, a mother who has graduated from this
school of experience, should have her place today in
the cabinet of the President of these United States. It
would add greatly to the security and safety of this
government, if that cabinet had the advantage of the
marvelous intuitive perception and wisdom of such a
woman. And the day is not far distant when she will
hear the call to add her intuitive illumination to the
reason of man in all responsible positions.
This mother-impulse which manifests in all nature,
and has its initial expression in the little child with her
doll, may and does grow and expand and overflow the
narrow limits of a home and family and expands into
Universal Motherhood. This bountiful mother-impulse
has its widest expression in many who never knew
physical maternity, and in many cases by reason of this
very fact they become the mothers of many.
She must needs express this feeling of universal
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motherhood. She will and does find her field in some
homeless or motherless little ones to instruct and feed
physically and spiritually. The women's clubs give
these graduates and universal mothers an opening and
an opportunity for expression and usefulness, which
they have never had before, and these clubs may, under
proper management and direction, be made a mighty
lever to lift the race.
The father claims his place in this universal parenthood, and man, although no little ones call him father, joins in this great work and comes to realize universal parenthood, and calls to his arms and shelters in
his heart many who are starving for a father's love.
An inspired poet has sung of this universal fatherhood:
"And if there is a human tear,
From passion's dross refined and clear,
A tear so limpid and so meek
It would not stain an angel's cheek,
Tis that by loving father shed
Upon a beauteous daughter's head."
Thns are fatherhood and motherhood sanctified, and
*"e is lifted up to the ideal and becomes a sacrament
of
We and wisdom.
Jesus on the cross, in his tender human regard for
°i* mother, said to the loving John: "Behold thy mother;
"•other, behold thy son!" expressing the universal moth"lood and universal sonship.
And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a
"man clothed with the sun (spiritual life and power),
a
the moon under her feet (psychic power and vibra^Jj and on her head a crown of twelve stars (the
1 of motherhood)." And she became a mother and
child was caught up to God.
This madonna-thought is evermore a wonder in the
highest. Woman—mother of a divinity, a perennial
pystery; and we begin to know the unsounded depths
of mother-love, and that the deeps of motherhood are
pwfetf and everlasting love.—From "The New Way"
for June
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THE CHILD IN THE SCHOOL
THE

TEXT

ARTICLE IV.
IMELDA OCTAVIA

SHANKLIN.

1'

IEFORE entering upon a consideration of the
child and the text, it would be well to understand what the school is meant to accomplish.
This is a matter receiving too little attention. Often
no definite idea is held beyond the bare fact that the
school year comprises so many days of so many hours
each; that the completion of the study course is the object of the final day; that the average percentage in
passing grades the highest that the mental stuff in the
child can be made to yield under conventional methods
of excitation. Probably no more barren idea could be
attached to any work.
This superficial view is not confined to teachers.
Parents, children, and school boards strain for per
cents as if percentages were the alpha and omega of
mental endeavor. Percentages may or may not indicate education; they indicate nearly always a sort of
training along memory lines, failing entirely to quicken
the real mental powers of the child.
In America the public school system holds the relation to the general governmental scheme that the acknowledged church holds in those countries where public funds are devoted to the support of the clergy and
equipment. This fact suggests the nature of development obligated. It certainly argues more than the perfunctory study of prescribed books, the uncomprehended
recitation of facts recorded by authors of texts. It
points out the greatest moral force indorsed by our
government as worthy of public maintenance.
There are two results that may be naturally demanded of public school training. One of these is the
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development of the child's mind in relation to the chosen
subjects; the other is the distinct ethical training that
makes mental activity a blessing to the individual life
and to society.
The prescribed obligation of the teacher is the development of the child in relation to the chosen subjects.
It is safe to train the brain only when the heart is being trained, that keenness and kindness may unite to
produce the moral citizen. She who presents the text
must also inculcate the idea that constructive, unselfish
use of talents is the justification of their exercise.
It is through the use of the text that the teacher
finds her real opportunity to teach real things. That two
and two make four is a minimum account for a day's
work unless in some sure way that knowledge is made
to rest on the conviction that two good acts and two
good acts make four good acts, increasing by that four
the sum of human righteousness and peace.
No school will profit by sermons; that is not in the
nature of humanity, and it must always be remembered
that children are inexperienced men and women. An
adult congregation will appear courteous under dogmatizing, but children, being unhampered by conventionalities, do not hesitate to show restiveness under the drone
of sermonizing. It takes a close sympathizer with the
undeveloped mind to present the higher side of education in a way that wins acceptance.
The dry, stale text is the inert rod that the understanding of the teacher can cause to bud, blossom, and
fruit into living apples of wisdom. Printed teachings
°o not present the hidden virtues of life. An intelligent mind, touched with the light of the true messenger,
w
"l, by the subtlety of its own understanding, impart
the things that are altogether great.
There is one mind, animating all men. In some this
•""'ersaj mind is quickened to a large comprehension.
in
others it is dormant beyond the point of the simplest
1D
gs, its aspirations being satisfied by the appeasment
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of sense demands. Solomon was wise in just the degree
that he permitted universal mind to act through him; the
dullard is one who has not learned how to use the mind
in expansive form. The trend of the criminal and the
sweetness of the Nararene are contrasting results of
education.
All that any mind has discovered resides as latent
knowledge in the mind of every child. Because this is
true it is possible to educate children. The mind that
formulated the text is in the child. A subject may be
remotely recessed in one mind that a different subject
may play nearer the surface. No mind is really deficient
in any subject; it may be dormant and remain so for
a season, but effort will quicken the faculty through
which the subject expresses, and the child will awaken
along that line.
A concrete application of these ideas may be made
by every teacher who has an understanding heart. The
ideas will work. The following outline will be suggestive: Having disposed of one subject, clear the desk
tops. Let the class rest a minute, or give simple sittingup or breathing exercises. This will relieve the brain
in the region particularly affected by the study and
recitation. Take out of the desks all the material for
the new subject; then the teacher may speak to the
class: "Now we have ceased to think about arithmetic,
and we are going to think about grammar; we are really
going to think grammar, and nothing but grammar."
Suggestions of this nature will set the class-mind
into harmony with the new subject; then the children
may open the books to the assignment. The teacher
will go over the text with the class, explaining, enlarging, giving out of the abundance of her knowledge such
helps as may be wise. After this, the class may be left
to pursue the matter by aid of text and notes given.
By the wisdom of adaptability, this idea can be
made to apply to every sort of text or examination given.
Above all, the child must be encouraged into that conjbyGoogk
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fideace which will open to him the vast inner realms of
the mind of which he is an individual expression. This
done, the mysteries of the text will be made clear, and
the child will recognize himself in every truth set down.
[The following is a question, brought out by the
article on "Obedience," in this department of the April
UNITY, with reply by Miss Shanklin.]
"My little girl Frances (two years old) Is perfectly
fearless and very independent. When we go for a walk she
does not want to take bold of my band. She wants to walk
•lone and take little excursions to examine everything and
explore. I wish to give her as much freedom as possible, so
kt her go by herself until she gets too far away for safety.
When I call her to come to me, sometimes she will obey,
bnt more often she will start in the opposite direction as
fart as she can go, laughing heartily. I have explained to her
*hy she must keep near Mama, and used mild punishment
'hen we get borne—such as shutting her up in a room by herself, or tying her in the yard. But nothing seems to impress
her. Apparently she would rather run away, even when she
knows it will bring some form of punishment that she doesn't
like. How can I make her want to obey me?"—Mas. R.
In using the power of suggestion, it must always
be acknowledged that obedience is natural to the soul.
Ignorance defies, inviting penalties. We are denying
•gnorance in the little ones, and are helping them by
onr knowledge of their native wisdom into an obedience
that shall harmonize them with Law.
In cases like the one cited, let the suggestion run in
'his vein: "Frances, you are not ignorant; you are wise.
*he freedom of Spirit in you is exercised through the
*wdora of Spirit. You are the child of the heavenly
**ther and you willingly do what is right. You gladly
ne
*r and obey the words of harmony which the Father
«P«aks to yon."
This method of suggestion is the spiritual underhanding 0 f the mother speaking to the intelligent soul
°* 'he child. The idea may be enlarged and the speech
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lengthened into a mental conversation. The thought
of obedience may be emphasized. The conviction of
truth expressed by the ideas held should be firmly fixed
in the mother's mind, and because of their truth she
must know that they are infallible.
The words may be orally spoken at times, openly
addressed to the child. The most suitable opportunities
for the silent word are while caring for the little one's
body, its clothing, food, and on putting it to sleep. The
clear-cut image of the words and phrases must be held
in mental vision, especially before starting out upon
the walks.
A similar line of suggestion will work wonders for
an unruly child in the school room. Thoughts are forces
running with special swiftness and power from the
guardian to the child.
Personal feeling is to be eliminated, spiritual tendencies being acknowledged as the one desirable development. The child is to do right because it is its
nature to do right.
I. O. S.
Every honest effort you put forth strengthens
the muscles of your mind and opens up some new avenue
of your soul.
Be kind and loving, take "no account of evil," and
you will transform your world.
A sore spot in the mind will make a sore spot in
the body. Harmony is Health.
This plane of life is a schoolroom, in which the soul
is disciplined and the capabilities brought forth through
experience and individual effort, till such time as it is
able to grasp and master the principles of its Being.
"Water cannot rise higher than its source," neither
can we accomplish greater than our thought.
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OUR PAGE OF BLESSINGS
Before thou eatest, pause and raise
Thy thoughts to heaven in grateful praise.
"Whether ye eat or drink or whatsoever ye do, do It ail
for the glory of God."
My table blessing:
Father, we thank thee that this food is filled with
thy Infinite Life.
Give us kind and loving hearts and
feed us with the "hidden manna" and the "sincere milk
of the Word."
Amen.—M.
R. C.

For what we enjoy
we thank thee.—A.

"The riches

S.

and are now to receive,

Father,

H.

of the Lord

out upon me and I am supplied

Christ

are now

poured

with every good

thing."

The above is from an old UKITT—to which we add, "Praise
be to God!" It constitutes our table blessing, held silently,
although we have framed it as a motto and placed it directly
over the dining table.—E. M. D.

Here is the table blessing I use:'
Accept our heartfelt thanks and bless them to us,
as we partake of this food, and help us to use our
strength as thy love directs.
This we ask in the name
of Jesus Christ.
I am so glad you give a page of table blessings. It will
Wp the neglectful to remember to give thanks. Even the
*ee, wee chicks seem to look up in thankfulness for the drink
of cool water we give them.—MOTHER DB Boss.
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" Be still and know that I am God."

INSPIRED

BY T H E S P I R I T OF

TRUTH

T T Is found whan many people bold the same thought there is unity, sl-*- though they may be separtedby thousands of miles, and that all who
are cenected with that unity are In touch with hither spiritual states.
even Jesus Christ.
So there has gradually grown up this Society of Silent Unity, in which
thousands in all parts of the world join eTery nif ht at 9 o'clock in tMtfltfcsg
for a few moments one thought, which is given each month in the magazine
UNITY. This we call the " Class Thourht." and every member is expected
to hold it at least five minutes at the beginning of the silence, in order te
make the unity connection; after which. *'Ask what ye will in my name, and
It shall be done unto you."
Certificates of membership are issued without charte to those who make
personal written application for them. To meet ezpeases, we ask members
to send us freewill offerints. as no charte is made for any service we render.
This Society has been in existence nearly twenty years, and has about
•0,000 retistered members. Through its ministry thousands h are been healed
mentally and physically, and its power trows monger day by day. The si*
lent hour is 9 p. m.. your local time. The Spirit will adjust tsotrapbical
differences in time.
Begtuners usually have a treat many questions to ask, and they require
a course of lessons and reading. To such we recommend the " Lessons in
Truth." by H. Bmtlie Cady. Cloth. $1.00: paper, 50 cents, and "Christian
Healing." by Charles Fillmore. Paper, 60cents; cloth, $1.95; or UNITY end
*' Christian Healing," by Charles Fillmore, $1.45; or UNITY and "Lessons
in Truth." by H. Bmilie Cady, 9.35. A Special Course of Lessons by Cor*
respondence will be given to those desiring it.
UNITY is published monthly, and contains a large amount of instractiea.
The price of it is 9.00 per year.
Absent healing is just as effective as present healing. We treat people
in all parts of the world, also in the next block, without seeing them. People
here in the city call us by 'phone and get relief quickly. We can be reached
day and night by letter, telegraph or telephone. Give name of patient and
trouble In telegram.
The Unity Tract Society is the business department, and the Society ef
Silent Unity is the healing department. Please keep them separate in
your communications.
The simple written request to be enrolled a member of the Silent Unity
Society is all that is required to ioin with us.
Address

SOCIETY

OF

S I L E N T

UNITY,

Unity Building, 913 Tracy Are.,
KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI.
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THOUGHT

AUGUST SO, 1910 TO SEPTEMBER 20, 1910
HELD DAILY AT 9 F. M.
I am Unfettered and Unbound, TRIUMPHANT !
GLORIOUS !

SPLENDID !

PROSPERITY

THOUGHT

AUGUST 20, 1910 TO SEPTEMBER 20, 1910
HELD DAILY AT 12 M.

The Splendor and Opulence of Infinite Mind it now
Expressing in me and my Affairs.
•

—

EXTRACTS
f ram Letters Written to Student* and Patient*
by the Society of Silent Unity
Our faith is based upon immutable Law, which Law
brings results without variableness or shadow of turnm
g- Spirit works according to law in all things. If
yon work with the Law of Spirit, you get the results of
">at work; if you doubt in your heart you are working
»t cross purposes with the Law and you get the results
of that doubt, confusion of mind and unsettled, discordant conditions of body. You are putting your faith
•nto something less than Spirit and getting results according to that faith. "According to your faith be it
onto yon" is the Law. "Where is thy faith?" If you
"•• it shifting from one material remedy to another,
filiating between material and spiritual, be assured
™e conditions in your body will follow it up and be like*ue vacillating and uncertain. If you want to get absolute and unfailing results, put your faith in the Absolute and steadfastly keep it there. "He that is faithDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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ful in.that which is least is faithful also in much." I f
you will to be faithful, you can be faithful.
' *
•
*
•
Look up the promises along the line of your desire
and claim them as your very own. We call your a t tention to the following:
"Neither let the eunuch say, Behold, I am a d r y
tree. For thus saith the Lord unto the eunuchs t h a t
keep my sabbaths, and choose the things that please m e ,
and take hold of my covenant; Even unto them will I
give in mine house and within my walls a place and a
name better than of sons and of daughters; I will g i v e
them an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off."
"There are some eunuchs, which were so born from
their mother's womb: and there are some eunuchs, which
were made eunuchs of men: and there be eunuchs, which
have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He that is able to receive it, let him receive
it."
"These are they which were not defiled with women ;
for they are virgins."
You can preach the good tidings of regeneration in
Christ to your whole consciousness in words of acknowledgement like these:
"I have made myself a eunuch for the kingdom of
heaven's sake. I have made myself a virgin unto the
Lord, and the blessings of the Christ purity are poured
out upon me richly."
•
•
«
•
There is but one rule to follow in your attitude t o ward others, and that is the Golden Rule given by Jesus
Christ. This rule is an immutable law which always
works with exactness and precision. People will treat
you the way you treat them, unless they are so firmly
established in spiritual understanding that they follow
only the inner Guidance and allow no influence from
without to affect them. Declare that you are poised in
Good, Love, Peace, Harmony, therefore nothing but
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these can come back to you. "Give to the world,—not
simply to those you love or admire, but to everyone that
comes, regardless of what your former feeling has been
toward them,—the best you have, and the best will come
back t o you." Examine yourself and see what kind of
thoughts you are sending out to this friend of your
mother's. If you are giving her a mental blow, declaring that you will be rid of what seems to you undesirable,
be sure that you will receive a blow in return and nothing can ward it off, because this is the sure outworking
of the Law. You yourself can avert the blow by dissolving this attitude of mind within your own soul. Declare
that the solvent of Divine Love and Wisdom is now at
work in your consciousness and that your whole life is
now established in Divine Order. "The Spirit searcheth
all things, yea the deep things of God." It is seeking
to root out of you all dross of selfishness, in order that
the pore gold of heavenly Love may appear. Work with
it and you will feel no friction and experience no pangs.
"All things work together for Good to them that love
God," and you are a co-worker together with him.
«
*
*
•
Rejoice and give thanks for every evidence of returning health and strength. "Thou shalt call thy gates
Praise." "Behold, I have set before thee an open door,
and no man can shut it." This is the door of Praise. No
man can shut this door for you and when you open it wide
all Good flows in to you. Your part is to keep the door
open. Praise every indication of good, even though it
may seem small, and it becomes magnified in your consciousness. This is the way the things of Spirit grow
and increase in your life and affairs.
•
•
*
•
D o not let your mind be burdened by household
cares. "Cast thy burden on the Lord and he shall sustain thee." There is no reason why you should allow
yourself to be cumbered by much serving, even though
you have much company. The company is not yours,
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but God's, and he can entertain them without burdening
his children. It is his house, and no matter how many
come they should all be at home there, because all are
his children. Say often: "The Spirit of the Lord goes
before me and makes easy and successful the way."
Then you will find the work growing easy and it will
have a bracing effect upon your whole being. "Whatsoever thy hands find to do, do with thy might," heartily,
"as unto the Lord." Remember, he is your guest and
sits with you at every meal.
*
•
•
•
In Spirit there is perfect balance, poise, equilibrium. There is no such thing as debt in the spiritual
world. All things are for all, and thus is balance preserved. "Owe no man anything but to love one another"
is an injunction to rise into the higher consciousness of
Spirit. The deeper one gets into Spirit the more love
flows forth from his soul, the more receptive he becomes
to the Divine Love ever radiating from the great heart
of God and from his fellow-men.
*
•
•
*
Do not allow your thoughts to dwell upon injustice,
lack or any other condition that you desire to put out of
your life. The 18th chapter of Ezekiel gives a key to
the demonstration of Divine Law. This Law is equal, it
never varies in its workings, but judges each individual,
—or works out in his life,—according to his ways. The
injunction is, "Turn yourselves and live ye." The turning must take place in your manner of thinking. Refuse
to think of "Satanic" conditions, unless you would have
them continue. Turn and think heavenly thoughts of
peace, Divine Love and compassion, forgiveness and
freedom. Then these things will flow into your consciousness and find their expression in your body and
affairs. Remember that "without the Word was not
anything made that was made," and it is the same today.
This is an immutable Law,—the Law of Spirit.
*
*
«
•
The condition of competition which you mention
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shows that you are ascribing power to the personal consciousness. No one can "cut you out" of that which is
your own, because you attract your own by an unfailing
l a w , which works without variableness or shadow of
turning and is no respecter of persons. You say that
you attract those who try to show their superiority over
you. You can not attract anything to which there is in
yourself no corresponding attribute. If others seem to
be selfish in their attitude toward you, it is because
t h e mortal self of you has called this forth from them.
Deny this adversary any place in your world and affirm
that in Spirit and in Truth you are free to express your
Real Self and do express it. Divine Love freely gives
you all things and will not let your own get away from
you. Affirm repeatedly: "No man can come unto me
except the Father who hath sent me draw him, and I
will lift him up." You must uplift the spiritual consciousness within and when this is done you will no
longer fear that yon will lose your friends, for the
Spirit within you draws unto you friendship, love and
all good, and lifts these up to the higher plane where
selfishness is not.
The world is a looking-glass,
Wherein ourselves arc shown,
Kindness for kindness, cheer for cheer,
Coldness for gloom, repulse for fear—
To every soul its own.
We cannot change the world a whit,
Only ourselves who look in it.
—Sutan Coolidge.
B y all means, use sometimes to be alone,
Salute thyself; see what thy soul doth wear;
Dare to look in thy chest; for 'tis thine own;
And tumble up and down what thou findest there.
—George Herbert.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The editor does not undertake to answer all questions submitted to this department. Many of them hate been contidered again and again in UNITT, and most of them require m
fuller explanation than can be given in this limited tpaee.
The fundamental truth* of this Science should be studied systematically by everyone who hat a desire to* know the Late of
Life. We recommend the various books and coureee of study
mentioned in the Publishing Department of this magazine.
Do you advocate spiritualism? •••
We do not advocate spiritualism, and it is our invariable custom to advise all our students, as well as all
seekers after Truth, to leave it entirely alone and to refrain from dabbling in spiritualistic ideas. No such
ideas are, or ever have been, sent out from this center.
We believe that God is Spirit and we teach spiritual
Truth, but you readily understand that spiritual Truth
and spiritualism are as wide as the poles asunder. The
Bible is an exponent of spiritual Truth and in every instance where the subject of spiritualism is mentioned it
is with disapproval. "And when they shall say unto you,
Seek unto them that have a familiar spirit, and unto wizards that peep and that mutter; should not a people
seek unto their God, for the living to the dead? To
the law and to the testimony."
We teach that no Truth can be discerned in its
purity by seeking through mediumship the advice of
those who have passed out of the body. "The Spirit
that dwelleth in you, it shall teach you all things." This
is the testimony of Jesus, and this is the law which we
apply to ourselves. All thinking people recognize the
indwelling Spirit. It is not something occult in the sense
in which that word is sometimes used, it is not strange
or mysterious, but is one of the eternal facts underlying all existence.
The story of Daniel is a continued narrative of
success, honor and worthy achievement, and all this
came to him because those around him recognised in
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him "an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding." It is said that in him was "the spirit of the
holy God,—light and understanding and wisdom." This
is the only Spirit that we recognize or seek to express,
and our recognition of it does not result in darkness or
beclouded intellect, but in light, wisdom, understanding.
T h e opposite is true of those who are drawn away from
the'Truth and allow themselves to follow spiritualism.
I f you read the 8th chapter of Isaiah, which is very
clear on this subject, you will see that the natural outcome of seeking through clairvoyance to pry into the
mysteries of existence, instead of going direct to the
fountain head of Truth where all is plain, is mental
disaster and lack of harmony of every kind. "They
shall look unto the earth and behold, trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish, and they shall be driven to
darlcneti."
We expressly discourage all Truth seekers from
giving spiritualism any thought or attention whatever.
But, as each one is free to choose for himself what he
will read and what shall be allowed to claim his attention, our advice is not always followed. The result is
always the same,—loss of true balance and poise. The
true equilibrium of mind is maintained only by keeping
the attention centered in the Real Self, the indwelling
Spirit of Truth, which is inherent in every individual,
and by recognizing no outside influence or power apart
from this Almighty One. "There is no power but of
God: the powers that be are ordained of God." God did
not ordain mediumship, which is a form of hypnotism,
and has of itself no power, either the one way or the
other. When one seems to be under its dominion he is
throwing into it the power of his own thought, and by
so doing he sets up a false god by imagining that he is
controlled or directed by some power outside of himself,
thus losing his poise, or mental balance.
•
•
•
•
What do you mean by not resisting evil? If I do not
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stand my ground things, thoughts, and people run over
me? •*•
There is a difference between a positive non-resistance and a negative non-resistance. Jesus said, "Resist
not evil," but he did not mean by this to give up to it and
allow it to engulf the higher nature. We are told that
"When he was reviled, he reviled not again," because
he knew that to do so would only increase the contention and becloud the clear light of Truth in his consciousness. He said also: "Blessed are ye -when men
shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all
manner of evil against you faltelg, for my sake. Rejoice and be exceeding glad." This blessing (or happiness, for the meaning is the same), is the joy of the
overcomer, who feels within himself that which lifts
him up to a state where he becomes conscious of the indwelling Peace that passeth understanding, where no
outer discord can enter,—a peace that can not be disturbed by anything in the world. "Eye hath not seen,
nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of
man to conceive" so long as he concerns himself with
what others say and think of him, "the things which he
hath prepared for them that love"—what? The good
opinion of others ? No, "that love him." Seek your own
indwelling Lord, and "he shall teach you all things and
bring all things to your remembrance." You will know
just what is right for yon to do, and will no longer feel
so concerned about the attitude and belief of others.
God in the midst of each one is mighty to lead that one
into the True Way in his own good time. Trust him and
know that Life is beautiful and can not be made sordid,
because Life is God.
Cannot a little realisation of Truth be fanned into a
flame of enthusiasm? ***
It can, but it is the I AM in you that does the work.
You say, "Occasionally I feel a little of the Holy Presence when I make a positive, whole-hearted prayer."
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This is the key to your deliverance. Cling to Good
Only with a positive, steadfast whole-heartedness that
will admit not one thought of evil or of anything else
that is not in harmony with Principle. Yon say that
yonr desire to realize the kingdom within has been intense. The only reason you hare not realized it is that
yon hare, as you say, "striven, fought and worked to
gain the victory, in tears and sadness." Spiritual victories can not be gained in this way. The kingdom of
heaven is righteousness and joy and peace, and through
these avenues you must find it. Learn to control your
mental habits, then the physical will adjust itself and all
will be in harmony.

THE PRAYER PERFECT
Dear Lord! Kind Lord!
Gracious Lord! I pray
Thou wilt look on all I love
Tenderly today.
Weed their hearts of worries,
Scatter every care
Down a wake of angel wings
Winnowing the air.
Bring unto the sorrowing
All release from pain;
Let the lips of laughter
Overflow again.
And with all the needy
O divide, I pray,
This vast treasure of content
That is mine today!
Jamet Whiteomb Riley.
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This department is in fulfillment of the promise of Jesus
Chritt, "These signs shall follow them that believe; In my
name shall they cast out devils; tney shall speak mth nets
tongues; they shall take up serpents; and if they drink any
deadly thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on
the sick and they shall recover."—Mark 16:17-18.
Several of the workers in the Silent Unity Department have kindly laid aside their letter-writing and
their other ministrations to onr friends long enough to
write a word of helpfulness for this month's SIGNS THAT
FOLLOW. The following short articles are the result:

HE THAT DOETH TRUTH
The one great lamp that has lighted the path to Troth
and stood foremost before Truth-seekers for centuries
is Jesus Christ, and we gain much by a study of his life.
We find him in his early years teaching the wise
men; later we find him at the wedding feast turning
water into wine, then cleansing the lepers, healing the
sick and raising the dead, and all through his history we
find him constantly doing for mankind.
Neither did he stop with doing, but he taught that
others should do. In all of his miracles we find him requiring some act on the part of the recipient of his ministry.
At the wedding feast he required that they first
bring water that he might turn it into wine. It goes
wihout saying that one who so well understood the law
of Universal Supply did not need water from which
to make the wine; but he wished to impress upon people in all of his works, the importance of an act upon
their part, in order to reap the benefits of his power.
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So with us today. If we are to reap the benefits
of this Christ Consciousness within as, we must be up
and doing. As we gather here and there a Truth we
most lay hold of it and make practical application of it
if we would come into the light.
If you have a Truth that will help another, pass it
on. Say the word, or do the deed whenever the opportunity presents itself. It will not only aid the one
in need, but open the way in your own consciousness for
a greater realisation of Truth. The joy of service is
known only to him who serves.
All through the Bible, and all through history we
find men and women who stand great in the eyes of all
mankind, and who among them can you say was not a
"servant" to humanity? Qreatness consists not only
in being, but in doing.
We have heard so often "Some men are born great,
some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust
upon them." But was ever one born great who retained genuine greatness unless he was willing to do,
willing to be a servant? Even achieved greatness can
only be retained by continued service, continued doing
of the things that brought about the greatness. And
was ever genuine greatness thrust upon anyone?
Then let us do what lies nearest us, and willingly;
"for inasmuch as ye did it unto the least of these, ye
did it unto me." Each litle act that is done for even
the least, is done unto the whole, and all mankind is
brought to a higher standard, a broader plane, nearer
the Goal of Life.
"Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only."
E. V. INORAHAM.

BE POLITE
I was very much shocked when I came to this
country to find sickness a very common topic for convenation, although, at that time I did not realise the
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power of negative thoughts and words. But my early
training had been such that it was regarded not alone
as a lack of tact and good breeding, but very rude, to
burden friends and acquaintances with tales of physical
ails and imperfections; such were only discussed in the
narrow family circle, and before the doctor.
Why is it that the majority of people apparently get
so much enjoyment out of rehearsing over and over aches
and ills ? When we have done a piece of work that is not
well done, we usually take no pride in telling about i t
Why then should we take such delight in relating to
every one who will lend an ear, the imperfections of
the body? Is it not simply because the mass of us have
not awakened to the fact that our body is our own creation? If imperfect, it is simply the outward picture
of our own confused, discordant, negative thoughts.
When we fully realise that we are creators, and have
the power through the indwelling Spirit to re-create,
we will choose our thoughts and words more wisely, and
we will be less prone to entertain others with our imperfections, taking as little pride in recounting bodily
imperfections as we do in telling of any labor imperfectly performed.

MARIE J. PETERSEN.

THE SUN SHALL NOT SMITE THEE"
At the Wednesday evening healing meeeting on
July 6th, 1910, a lady told of the power of Spirit to
overcome the effects of heat. Apparently the day had
been one of intense heat, but she steadfastly affirmed:
"The Lord is my shade upon my right hand. The sun
shall not smite me by day. I am cool." She said she
had not noticed the heat at all and had been positively
cool and comfortable all day. This overcoming Spirit
does great works when we make ourselves one with it
and take a positive attitude that will admit no thought
of an opposite nature. "As a man thinketh in his heart,
so is he"; if I think in my heart that I am cool, and
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let this cool thought sink into the depths of my subconscious mind, outside temperature will not have the slightest effect upon either my mind or my body. There is
that in man which equalizes the Life flow, so that the
same temperature is maintained summer and winter.
"Nothing from without, entering in, can defile the man."
Outside temperature is an effect, not a cause in itself.
Only when we close the avenue of Spirit and open ourselves to receive from without, are we conscious of heat
and cold, because we then transform these effects by
the power of our thought into cause. Let us hold during the summer days this cooling, comforting thought:
"The God of all comfort is within me. The Lord is my
shade upon my right hand. I rest and am refreshed in
him continually. The sun shall not smite me by day, for
I abide under the shadow of the Almighty."
S. T.

THE WORD HEALS
"He sent his Word and healed them."
Some people think that the power of this Word has
passed away. Is this true? Did not Jesus say, "Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not
pass away"? Did he not also say, "I have given unto
them the words which thou gavest me"?
The Word of God is not limited. Everybody has
a right to speak the Truth, and this is the Word of God.
No true word spoken in faith shall return void, but shall
accomplish that whereunto it is sent.
The centurion gave us a good example: "Speak the
word only, and my servant shall be healed." Have faith
in the spoken Word. Have faith in your spoken Word.
"The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth, and in thy
heart."
If there is any part of your body that needs healing, speak unto it the Word of health, realiiing that
your words are Spirit and they are life.
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"My son, attend to my words; incline thine ear unto
my sayings.
"Let them not depart from thine eyes; keep them
in the midst of thine heart.
"For they are life unto those that find them, and
health to all their
flesh."
LENA BISHOP.

TRUST
"Write something that will be helpful." It is only
that old, old story, repeated so many times that it does
seem as if every one must know it. "Take no anxious
thought for the morrow, for the Father knoweth what
things ye have need of."
We are like little children down in the valley, and
sometimes cannot see our way out of it. But the Higher
Self, the Father in us, has extended vision; he is not restricted to one path. His ways are Infinite, and shall
they not be for the use of his own children? You say,
"I know this, but the anxious thoughts will come. How
shall I cultivate this trust?"
We do not often worry about what is going to happen today—it is generally some future day, so say every
day, "This 'one thing I do," today, now, "I press toward
the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus." Today is ours, the everlasting now.
The moment care or a bit of anxious thought creeps in
to your mind, say, "Father knows what is best for me;
I will not give it an anxious thought. He can not fail."
Realize that you are his, bone of his bone, flesh of his
flesh, and that he never decrees pain, hardship or suffering for any of his offspring but these are begotten
because of our distrust, ignorance of his gracious
Will. God's will for us is always good. It can not be
otherwise, or it would falsify his very nature. Why,
the reason for our existence is that he may express,
bring out his own qualities, so his love and wisdom are
for us, power and strength, all we can possibly use. If
we keep our thoughts rich with the bounty of God, his
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immeasurable Substance is for our use. Another way to
cultivate this trustful attitude is to train ourselves to
count our blessings, "Count them o'er and o'er," the
things we should miss or be sorry to lose. How the
number increases as we run over the list. By this attitude of trust and thankfulness we open the way for the
Father's bountiful loving plans to be carried out, and
we begin to realize our inheritance as children of the
most mighty King of Love.
Count your many blessings, name them one by one,
And it will surprise you what the Lord hath done.
HATTIE M. C. SCHOBPF.

OUR SPIRITUAL INHERITANCE
"All that the Father hath is mine, and all that the
Father is, I am."
Paul's great desire was that the eyes of our understanding might be opened, that we might know the riches
of our spiritual inheritance. If we do not know about
it we cannot be benefited by it.
When an earthly parent gives us houses and lands
we are not negligent about taking possession of our inheritance, but we are ready to contend for that which belongs to us. If we do not show the same or greater concern about our spiritual inheritance it is because we do
not know its value.
Our inheritance is the kingdom of Heaven, which
means harmony with the Divine Mind within us. As
sons we inherit the Attributes or Ideas of our Father
and the power to manifest them.
The kingdom is established in men's minds by the
right ideas of Life, Love, Power, Wisdom, Strength
and Substance. Entering into the realization of these
&nd expressing them in right relation fulfills that work
which Jesus referred to when he said, "I must be about
n>7 Father's business."
Many things that come to us through flesh inherDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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itance are undesirable; and even the best things that
come from that source are unsatisfying and unenduring.
If we inherit riches we fear they will take wings and
fly away.
From Spirit we inherit only the good; the true
riches which endure forever and which satisfy every
desire and supply every need. We need not accumulate for we have only to draw from the inexhaustible
Source of supply whenever we have need.
When the Lord gives us riches he adds no sorrow
with them. We can have houses and lands and every
thing needed for our comfort and happiness and, above
all, eternal Life to enjoy our good forever.
How shall we know about this royal inheritance?
Earnest desire to know the truth, and faithful search for
it, opens the mind for Living Words of Truth to enter and quicken the understanding and awaken the spiritual nature. Then the Guide, the Way-shower, is found
within oneself.

MINA J. NEWTON.

LIFE AND PEACE
Have you ever stopped to think of how very near
God istoyou ? Just think of life and you will be more able
to comprehend God's nearness to you, because God is
life. Everywhere you go, you see life; you cannot get
away from it, therefore it is not possible to get away
from God. God's life is perfect life and that life is
yours. Then why should you be sick? God is willing, waiting, to reveal to you his perfect life, waiting for
you to appropriate it. All you have to do is to acknowledge it. It is yours now, and always has been.
And why should you worry and fret over what seem
to be trials in your life? Why not trust all to God, who
is Mind, Intelligence, Wisdom, Love, Power? H e knows
the heart of each of his children, and if you simply trust
your life and all its interests to him he will bring about
that which is for your highest good. Begin to trust God,
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and you will soon find it perfectly easy and natural to
trust the lives of others, as well as your own. You
will not need to worry or be anxious any longer. You will
see the uselessness of worry and anxiety. You will soon
find out that life is really worth living, and will wonder if you were not blind not to have seen so much joy
and gladness and sunshine before.

MABEL A. BELL.

A new worker in Silent Unity was much surprised to And
that some of our correspondents who know the Law and understand the power of words speak of their offerings as being small. She makes the following suggestions:
"Blessed is the man whose delight is in the law of
the Lord; and in his law doth he meditate, day and
night . . . Whatsoever he doeth shall prosper."
The law of the Lord is the law of right thinking
and speaking. To make one's thought rich with the
bounty of God and faithfully keep it rich, paying no
heed to appearances, is to open the way for the manifestation of God's bounty in one's life and affairs.
Plenty can not manifest in the without until it is first
realised in the within. This is the law. To hold
thoughts of smallness and say when sending an offering,
"I am sorry I can not make it larger," is to bind yourself to the thought of lack and pave the way to keep on
manifesting lack. Remember, you are using a law that
works without variableness or shadow of turning. Every
time you use a word you use the Law. Use small words
and you keep yourself shut into small quarters, where
plenty can not abound. God's Way is the way of Plenty,—plenty for you and for me. When you persist in
thinking and talking of lack, of small offerings, small
this and that, you are hardening yourself in that belief,
hardening yourself against God's way. Take heed to
your words. "Who hath hardened himself against him,
and hath prospered?" "And what I say unto you, I
say unto all: Watch."
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"Let the Redeemed of the Lord Say So."
Psalm 107:9.
D T U M E I O , T E W . — M y little girl that I asked treatment
for is well. She was healed of typhoid fever In two days. She
is able to walk two or three miles and eats any thing she
wants. It is a surprise to every one who knew bow sick she
was, that her fever should go down from 106 degrees to normal almost instantly. She wishes to send you a free-will offering as soon as I can go home and help her to formulate a
letter. I cannot express in words how thankful I am. Von
need not treat her any longer for she is healed. As I watched
those bad symptoms and the scorching fever subside it was
nothing short of miraculous.—Mas. H. M. M.
Homer, N. Y.—I wrote you for treatment for my husband who was ill with an abscess and pleurisy also. Nurses
and doctors pronounced him very bad and said he could not
live twenty-four hours. I clung to the Truth through it all
and today the abscess is nearly healed and be is up and dressed
and out on the porch.—J. S. P.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—I wrote you for treatments more
than a month ago. You sent me the leaf "Infinite Love fills
my mind and thrills my body with healing life." For three
days after receiving your letter I thought I would lose my
mind from pain, but my faith grew stronger all the time and
on the fourth day the pain and misery left me like a streak
of lightning flashes by. I could not believe I was healed so
I have waited all this time to see if it returned before writing you. My shoulder, arm and hand are just as perfect as
they ever were. I wish you knew how greatly I appreciate
your goodness and all you have done for me.—S. W. B.
EDOAK, NEB.—I am writing you to tell you that you may
stop treatment for my grand-daughter. She is completely
cured. Her mind is all right She is her natural self, goodnatured, loving, kind and gentle. Thank God. Thank Unity.
May God bless you always.—Mas. A. T.
ROCHELLE, III.—Unity has done wonderful work for me.
I sent a telegram about a month ago asking the Society for
treatment for gall stones, and I have not had a pain since.
I really think I am blessed, and I thank God, who through
Christ has proved his power of helpfulness and so uplifting
through Unity.—Mas. E. P.
IVBIAXAPOLIS, Iirn.—I am writing to say the treatments
following my telegram asking for help of your blessed Circle,
gave me almost Instant relief.—C A. B.
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ENID, OKLA.—A week ago I wrote you for treatments for
my daughter who had typhoid fever. She is now oat of bed.
After I had written you I noticed her fever grew less every
day. Now she is well.—M. & L.
WISTOX, Mo.—It is two weeks today since I received your
letter and the Concentration Leaf. I am almost straight, my
back and hips having gone into place a week ago last night.—
J. D. C.
FAUHSOTON, ME.—L. is well in every atom of her being,
both spiritually and visibly. A lady called me up Saturday
and said, "Do you know the whole town is talking about your
little girl's recovery?" "Well," I said, "I hope they are."—
A. F. N.
TEOT, N. Y.—Referring to my telegram to you on the 3nd
inst for treatment, I was suffering with a severe sore throat,
in fact, I could hardly swallow solid food or speak plainly.
Belief came promptly and by the fourth all appearance of
the trouble had disappeared and I spent an enjoyable day.
I fully appreciate your attention in my behalf.—L. T. L.
WIKSTPIO, MAX.—I am in receipt of a letter from my
daughter in Chicago, apprising me of her quick recovery from
« strange nervous and mental affliction. 'Within three days
after sending telegram to you the pain left and swelling subsided.—W. N. K.
Ausnx, Texas.—Some months ago, I wrote to you asking
yon to treat me for a serious disease and great benefit has been
done through the power of the Word. I have been restored to
my perfect health again.—L. J.
LAX*, IDAHO.—Your treatments of healing have been marvelous in their effect upon my peace of mind and my physical
health. I have glimpsed and gleaned quite an area of spiritual insight for which I feel thankful.—Mas. B.
MmBUTOWx, O.—I am so thankful for what you have
done for me. I am well of the heart palpitation. I think it
» truly marvelous.—V. H.
BILOIT, Wis.—The trouble I had last month when I wrote
you was cured very soon after I wrote and has not returned.
I was so weak I could not stand, now I can work a good deal.
—N. E. B.
BiLorr, Wis.—-Two months ago I wrote to you asking for
treatments. I want to thank you for the great change that
has been manifest in my eyes. I have not worn my glasses
since you began treatments, and my eyes are almost well and
strong now.—E. M. S.
TMMAXTOWX, UTAH.—I thank God that I am much im-
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proved in health and strength. My eyes are much better.—
F. A. C.
HOLLY, N. Y.—I am writing this to report the condition
of my mother's eyes which I asked special treatment for.
• She is so thankful to you for what has been done for her
as she can see a little and they are gaining every day. I can
see she is growing into the Truth and believes her eyes will
be made perfect—J. S. P.
LYONS, IOWA.—Have received so much help since writing
you two weeks ago, have been able to lay off glasses.—Z. M.
Sr. PAUL, MINK.—I want to thank you for treating my
daughter for some ear trouble. You may discontinue treatment as she hears perfectly. She also passed in her examinations. God bless you in the good work.—C. S. B.
C m s m , IOWA.—It is now about a month since I wrote
to you asking for treatment for deafness and bead noises. I
beard the band play at a picnic recently very plain, although
they were not very near. For many years I could not tell if
they were playing except by watching.—J. I. T.
NABOIK, OKLA.—When your letter came my back was so
lame that I could not walk upright After reading your letter the thought came to put the Concentration Leaf on my
back, holding the words In mind and just sit still. I did so,
and in a short time I had to attend to some work, and lo, all
pain was as though it never had been. How I praise God.—
N. O.
IWDIAKAPOLIS, IND.—I am writing to tell you, that the
case of smallpox I wrote you about has ended happily. My
son-in-law only had it lightly they say, and my daughter did
not have it, so I am feeling so glad and grateful to you and the
good, kind, ever-helpful Father for helping them. Is it not
lovely that we had such speedy help in our troubles, so quick
and sure? It sometimes makes me feel so jubilant and happy to find how good God is to us. I do thank you so much
for it and my own case too. The bronchial trouble is greatly
improved, and I scarcely have any coughing at all. Our prospects too are getting much better.—L. M. D. T.
SAN DTEOO, CAL.—I feel much better than when I wrote
you last I have got rid of that old headache.—Mas. M. H.
Los AKOBLIS, CAL.—Since receiving your healing letter I
have improved very much indeed. I can now eat three meals
each day and enjoy them without discomfort I think my
dyspepsia is cured.—C. M. S.
AXKIWOIIM, MASS.—My brother has fully recovered from
his nervous trouble. He went to work this week for the first
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time this year. God bless you is my earnest prayer.—MM. J.
L.S.
DZCATCB, III.—Let me thank you and say "God bless you."
I am so much better. Have not been sick for three weeks.
Feel as though I had new life in me, so different and so much
stronger. I had been discouraged, but am now full of hope
and thankfulness.—I* B. G.
EAST ST. LOOS, MO.—The broken arm for which I asked
treatment is as strong as it ever was and I have perfect use
of i t A great many persons said I would never use my arm
again.—E. E.
SHUVXPOTT, LA.—When I wrote you last I told you that
I was much better and now I feel that God through your
agency has cured me and made me well.—J. G.
ST. LOUIS, MO.—My brother began to improve the day I
sent you a telegram. He has had no fever for three days past
and the nurse marvels at his quick recovery. Says she has
never had so severe a case to recover on such short notice.—
F. C. D.
IxDiAifAjroiJs, IKS.—Three weeks ago I wrote you asking
help for my cough and freeing of bronchial tubes. About
the time my letter reached you I experienced a most powerful
sensation all over my body. I was so thrilled that I was
nervous over it, but soon realized that it must be Silent Unity
that was putting God's power at work through me, so I too
worked and soon all tightness was gone.—Mas. L. M. T.
Los AXOELES, CAL.—I thank you very much for the help
yon have given me as I have been benefited in every respect
by your treatments.—Mis. L. E. G.

"Let the Redeemed of the Lord Say So"
Psalm 107:9.
OAKLAND, CAL.—My husband secured a position the next
day after I wrote you, for which we are very thankfuL—Mas.
K. R. L.
LOUISVILLE, KT—I am writing to you gratefully and happily for all the good you are doing me and mine. My business
is prospering, and I am growing stronger all the while.—E.
D. B.
SrAjrroBD UmvKasrrT, CAL.—I want to thank you for your
good help of the last two months and enclose love-offering.
We have abundance in the present and that should content
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us. We make a last payment on onr little home this month,
so we are not only free from debt, but have the dear little
home. I must mention how smoothly the office work has gone.
After the experience of my predecessor last summer I would
not have believed everything would be so simple and easy, but
it certainly has been. I asked your help especially for this and
so gratefully acknowledge the result—H. B. C.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Yesterday I was in despair, pockets empty, and no prospects of immediate supply. One of the
accounts I handle, settles up semi-annually—6 months ending
Aug. 1st While brooding over my unhappy lot, a belated mail
brought me a communication containing statement and check
from this party, settling my account to July 1st, this without
any solicitation on my part. Of course I am full of thankfulness, and also contrition, for lack of faith. I am getting
help from Unity and your kind communications. The answer to the query, "What are Spirit, Soul and Body?" has
given me a clearer idea of "I AX."—H. F. R,
May 23, 1910.
ST. LOUIS, MO.—I am writing to implore your help. I enclose two letters from the War Department which will aid
me to tell my trouble. My husband returned to the United
States in Dec, 1909 and was going to take us back with bun
but bis mother and sisters made trouble between us and be
deserted me. I passed the teacher's examination through the
aid of Unity and hoped to be able to get the appointment and
transportation to the Philippines. Please help me to obtain
these and a reconciliation with my dear husband.—M. A. F.
July 1, 1910.
Since receiving your letter of May 30, I have received
money and a present from my husband. He wrote that he
had asked for my appointment as temporary teacher, I suppose, for he does not know that I have passed the examination as yet, and was told that the appointment would have
to be made here. I know that our misunderstanding is at
an end and I am deeply thankful to you.—M. A. F.
BOSTON, MASS.—I am very grateful for your help in relieving my financial trouble. A little money came almost immediately and I have managed to get on in a wonderful way.
—E. P. L.
PUEBLO, COL.—I have held the one thought you gave me
last, "Only the good is true," and have watched things come
true. All the good I can ask seems to be coining to me. People tell me they cannot see how I look so young after all I
have been through.—MM. A. W.
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SIOHOMISH, WASH.—The deadlock of months is broken.
My son-in-law, our bread-winner, secured a pilot's position on
t large steam yacht. It is the entering wedge, and we know
that something permanent will follow. This is not the only
blessing. Lake most seafaring men, he was not a total ab•Uiner. To my daughter's surprise and delight, be said this
month, "I have had enough; I shall drink no more.''—M. L. S.
Sioux CITY, IA.—Enclosed find offering. It is due you
as the pupils have come in by twos and threes each week and
before there was an all winter wait—F. L.
BiLorr, Wis.—Since you hare been treating me for prosperity, success seems to crown every effort.—A. L. F.
BnmraoHAM, ALA.—Some time ago I asked you to treat
my husband for prosperity and now I wish to thank you for he
is entering upon a season of great prosperity. I also asked
you to help me get a tenant or buyer for a house which bad
been vacant for some time. Last week I received an offer for
It We feel the sale is assured.—H. S. F.
Fiuxo, CAI_—God bless the Silent Unity and the day
when I found them. I praise God for the good that has come
to me and is still coming. I am growing and prospering more
and more every day and still I want your thought and help.
We have indeed been blessed as never before in our lives the
Past few months. God has led us of late and we do trust him.
He has led me from 12.00 a day to $5.00.—C. H. L.
"LET T H E R E D E E M E D O F T H E L O R D S A T S O "
Psalm 107:9.
Los AXOELES, CAI_—The Spirit is revealing Itself to me,
*nd the dark places are now being illumined. I am again becoming established in the way of Truth. In my ascension in
consciousness I seemed to tread on a broken step, but thanks
to God and Silent Unity the beautiful dawn of a deeper,
broader, greater consciousness is leading me on.—A. J.
SAX AXTOXIO, TEXAS.—Never shall I cease to be grateful
for your ready, loving reply to my appeal for help. From a
nervous, worried dream I nave been awakened into a new
consciousness of my birthright and my first thought on
•wakening in the morning is "Joy" and my whole being is
permeated with a song of thanksgiving to my Father that
*nch a society as yours exists. After years of study I see the
Spirit behind the letter of the Law in your Words of Truth.
- L H. C
NEW YOBK, N. Y.—The results of the treatment for smok-
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ing and drinking habits are so encouraging that I wish yon
would continue it for another month.—C. M.
D m o r r , MICH.—I am writing to thank you for the good
my family and myself have received. Not so very long ago
I was going very fast on the downward road, but am thankful
I have found the right way to lire.—J. M. D.
NZWBEBO, Oaz.—After receiving your kind and welcome
letter and setting my mind to work as I ought, there was such
a beautiful change came over me and God heard and helped
me. Praise the Lord and you also for teaching me the true
way.—N. E. S.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.—I write to tell you that all my difficulties
bare been overcome through the Spirit of Truth. The Spirit
is leading me gently as I go, and my heart is full of Joy and
praise to God, and thanks to the Society of Silent Unity. Yon
may stop the treatment for I am well and steadfast—G. L.
BBOOKLIXE, MAM.—I don't know what I should do without Unity, it has made my Bible a new book to me. Once I
was dead, but now I am alive in Christ Jesus, and I would not
part with that knowledge for any thing.—Mas. C. M. C.
WALLOWA, Oai.—I wrote you some time ago for peace, wisdom and lore in my home and God has answered my prayers.
My home is so different; husband is kinder and more patient
with our dear ones and all things go more smoothly than foa
years. You may discontinue the treatment, for I feel that
harmony is established in my home through Unity.—Mas.
E. B.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Words can not express my gratitude
but heaven's greatest blessings shall be poured down upon you
and your work. All humanity is being blessed and uplifted
through your ministrations. My whole body is getting renewed
and straightened, and must shine with the light of Truth. I
thank you also for the grand thoughts you so kindly send me.
—E. M. H.
VicToaiA, B. C—I have to say that I have been helped
in a way I hardly comprehend, a clearer vision, and a freer
impulse is with me.—W. H. B.
W a n u x e , PA.—I am writing to tell how much better I
have progressed this month. I can not explain i t I am becoming more patient with myself. I believe I need your help
for I can see the difference in my work. I oversee the work
of eight others and I never have had much patience.—D. M. S.
LOCKPOBT, N. Y.—D. passed beautifully in her examinations and is a real good girl. Everyone says she has improved
so much. I thank you for your help.—G. A. B.
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1 NOTES FROM THE FIELD
JIICNU H. Caon.

j
5

In the May number of UNITY we spoke of the movement
to form a "Higher Thought Center" in Paris, France, under
the leadership of Miss L. B. Dove, who has been connected
with toe Higher Thought Center of London, England. Miss
Dove writes us from Paris stating that the Center is now established at 99 Avenue Rapp, and that she is meeting with
great encouragement. Classes for meditation and healing,
also lectures during the week are conducted by Miss Dove
with constantly increasing interest and attendance. A Sunday service is added to the list of meetings. Remember the
address, "Higher Thought Center," 99 Avenue Rapp, Paris,
France.
The Rev. Lucy C. McGee, minister of the Church of the
Higher Life, Boston, Mass., assisted by Miss Amelia Ayres,
Vice-President of the Church, has been conducting a series
of meetings in central Kansas during July. Miss McGee is
• noble woman and a consecrated worker. Spiritual Healing,
Concentration, the Principles of Prosperity and Happiness,
Realization and Spiritual Interpretation of the Gospel are
some of the subjects in which she has proved herself to be
a wonderful teacher. We regret that the notice of Miss
McGee's tour in Kansas came too late for mention in the
July "Notes from the Field" in UWITT.
Henry Victor Morgan, Seattle, Wash., Editor of The
Practical Chrutian, has been teaching, lecturing and doing
good work generally in Omaha, Nebr., speaking at the New
Thought Federation in Chicago and visiting in Canada. He
returns to Minneapolis in October for an engagement in the
Fellowship Church of which Mrs. Ruth B. Ridges is pastor.
We expect Mr. Morgan will also visit Unity Headquarters
"here be will receive a warm welcome.
In a previous issue of Uirrrr we mentioned the return of
Margaret LaGrange to her church in Detroit, Mich. We
are now informed that there was a mistake in the notice, Mrs.
LaGrange having given up the work in Detroit permanently.
She Is to visit Japan this summer, returning to America in
the fall when she expects to reside in California.
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On Sunday, July 10th, occurred the formal opening of the
Divine Science Home at 9970 West Pico S t , Los Angeles,
Cat This institution has been transferred from San Diego
by Mr. L. R. Andrews, who founded and conducted it in the
latter city for several years.
The date of the National New Thought Convention to be
held in Nevada, Mo., is August 9Jd to 96th.
Anna Hudson, President of The New Thought Club of
Melbourne, Australia, writes that the Club continues steadily to grow with a slow but sure increase, which is the best kind
of growth for it endures.
Omaha, Nebr., has been highly favored in being able to
bring to the city so many prominent New Thought workers.
Following Henry Victor Morgan, of Seattle, Wash., Mrs. Ruth
B. Ridges, of the Minneapolis Fellowship, has been giving a
series of lectures. Mrs. Ridges has a distinct message which
is delivered most concisely and beautifully. She also works
upon the free-will offering plan which is proving successful
Her stay in Omaha will long be remembered.
The recent visit of Mrs. Fannie B. James in California
has meant a spiritual uplift to all lovers of Truth. Mrs.
James is author of "Truth and Health," and is connected with
the College of Divine Science in Denver, Col. While in California she spoke to large audiences in Oakland, at the Rest
Reading Rooms, Mrs. Close and Miss Elliott, managers, and at
the Homes of Truth in Alameda and San Francisco. An
advanced course of lessons was also given in Oakland at the
Rest Reading Rooms. At the close of the last meeting, which
was also the anniversary of the opening of the Center, Mrs.
James was presented with a purse for the building fund of
the new Divine Science Church and College which is to be
erected in Denver.
Annie Rix Militz writes: "I have had a most profitable
ministry in the Northwest, many responding to the Word with
blessed realizations. During the months of July and August
I will be at the Homes of Truth in Alameda and San Francisco while Miss Rix takes my place in the Los Angeles Home.
The Word is certainly increasing in power and acceptance
throughout the world."
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The following Unity Branch Libraries have been opened
during the last month: Ogden, Utah, Miss Lulu E. Sharp, 771,
84 th St.; Joplin, Mo., Mrs. M. M. Kline, Carle ton Hotel; Ardmore, Oklahoma, Mrs. Carrie B. McLaren, 1229 McLish Ave.;
Green Bar, Wis., Mrs. C. P. Hill, 911 Dousman St.
Sister Veni Cooper-Mathieson, Metaphysician, has opened
a Home of Truth in Perth, Western Australia, where meetings
are held five nights in the week and twice on Sundays. The
magazine, "The Truth Seeker," is edited by V. Cooper-Mathieson, and is a very fine medium for the spread of Truth in
Australia.
The meetings of the Truth Students of Chicago, 111., which
have been held in the McClurg Bldg., are discontinued for the
summer. Notice of meetings in the fall will be made.
Prof. M. P. Knox, founder of the Mental Science College
of Bryn Mawr, Wash., has been granted state license to practice mental healing. Prof. Knox has been engaged in healing
for twenty years, but the state has refused to recognize his
right under the laws of the state to a license, but upon his appeal to the Supreme Court the license has been granted.
Miss Lois Fox has organized a
na-on-Hudson, N. Y. The season
New Thought students. Miss Fox
ifying results in her special work
of the Summer School.

Sunday School at Oscawais proving a success for
is also meeting with gratin the music department

Dr. Sheldon Leavitt, founder and editor of the magazine
"Thought'' announces his withdrawal from general practice
and surgery, henceforth restricting his professional activities
to Psychotherapy. He accepts a limited number of patients,
and is prepared to go to any part of the country in consultation or otherwise. Difficult cases especially desired.
Dr. Alice B. Stockham, for many years head of the
Stockbam Publishing Co. of Chicago, sailed July 16th for
England. She will speak at the Higher Thought Center in
London, and in other places in England.
Mottoes of Truth Statements can be purchased in the
Library in various colors and styles, at 85 cents each or six
for $1.00.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
If you move or change your location be sure to let us
have your change of address by the 10th of the month, if you
do not wish to miss that month's Uxrrr. It is necessary that
the new address reach nt by the 10th, and it is not sufficient
that it leave your hands by the 10th,
We ask all subscribers to please remember this and help
H reduce the large number of U x r m that are lost each
month because the changes of address do not reach us in time.

THE UNITY SOCIETY CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
"Does the Primary Course in the Unity Correspondence
School fit one for a teacher and healer? How is the advanced
course conducted?" The Primary Course does fit those who
complete it for teachers and healers, and so quickens their understanding that they will naturally take up the Advanced
Course when they are ready for i t The fact is that the Advanced Course cannot be described to those who have not completed the Primary Course. For example: could trigonometry
be explained to a child who had just begun to do examples in
addition and subtraction? People do not as a rule understand that these lessons quicken certain inner powers of man
and bring him in ways that cannot be told in words to an
appreciation and understanding of the underlying principles
of existence.
"The letter killeth, but the Spirit maketh alive." The
Christian religion has an inner spiritual meaning, which readers of the letter do not get, and in consequence, are not made
"alive." This living Word is taught in the Correspondence
Course of the Unity Society. This instruction can be given to
you at any time you wish to begin. Send in your name with
request for enrollment and the necessary instructions will be
•ent you. Here are short extracts from a few of the letters received from students:
CHICAOO, I I I . — I thank you very much for lesson one.
Nothing ever came into my life more welcome.—Mas. L. D.
FOLSOM, CAL.—The Lessons are great I But the last lesson "The Word" is a wonderful revelation to me; it brought
just the needed light. The lessons are just what I needed.
How beautiful life has become to me. No more despondency,
no more gloom, no more death, no more grave, but Life in
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Christ! Thank God, I now have the realization that I am a
Son of God and heir to his kingdom, here and now.—L. A.
LOGAN, UTAH.—The copying and studying of this lesson
has given me great satisfaction. The system which you have
for the study of this Lesson Course is such, that nothing
but the best results could come' to one who earnestly applies
himself to its study. I feel very grateful in having been attracted to the Silent Unity Society, for after many weary
years in seeking something my soul craved, I feel that I have
arrived at a safe anchorage.—A. B.
WASHINGTON. D. C.—I enjoy the lessons so much, and
they explain to me as I never understood before.—S. C. R.
ST. JOSEPH, MICH.—With the enclosed lesson may I try

to express my gratitude to you in clearing a point which had
been quite obscure. It is the only study of the Christ I have
ever known given in a truly spiritual way.—E. W. M.
EDISON, I I I . — I am returning Lesson Three. It has been
of much benefit by giving me the correct knowledge on the
creation of man. When it is put so plainly one can not help
but wonder they never saw it before. I also inclose on offering and may it bring to you the increase in your blessings and
affairs that your lessons have brought to me.—E. H.
DAYTON, OHIO.—I appreciate this third lesson very much,
as it is helping me to understand Genesis, and I find the more I
study according to instructions the clearer everything becomes.
—D. L. F.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.—I submit my second lesson. I am
conscious of a better understanding and realization of all
points it contains than I have had before.—F. B. J.
ONTARIO, CAL.—I have derived so much benefit from your
first lesson. It has been a great pleasure to me. I have hungered for true spiritual food for such a long time. The pulpit failed to satisfy me, and New Thought was not enough of
God. Your teachings give me the bread I have longed for.
May God bless you as I do.—L. L.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—The Sixth Lesson is so dear and in-

spiring. The central thought is "I am the Word of God." I
must see to it that I express ail the attributes of the Word in
its fullness.—E. M. P.
LAC ASS AS, TENN.—I am deeply interested and greatly a p preciate the rich lessons taught, not only by this, the first lesson, but by your literature and correspondence.—J. S. B .
XENIA, OHIO.—Before I got to reading your good book I
thought life was not worth living. It has shown me the light.
May the good work go on.—R. H.
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WHAT A DOCTOR S A T S
"I believe my position needs an explanation. I am a grad
nate of the Physio-Medical School of medicine. We give no
poisons, use only vegetable remedies and such minerals as
nature has placed in the human economy. I am not pleading
for medicine. I am simply stating facts. I have been disgusted a thousand times with medicines and would be glad to
discontinue the use of them in my work of healing if the people would permit i t ; but they demand material things because they are ignorant of the Truth. I would not give medicines if they did not demand them. I am a reader of U x r r r
and try to get everybody who will, to read i t I would not
do without it if it cost $10.00 a year. I would not take a
hundred dollars for my copy of "Christian Healing" by Chas.
Fillmore if I could not get another one. I want your course
of lessons and am willing to pay for them. I am a very
busy man, but try to help all who come to me. I desire your
help for I know you have the right idea. Yours for humanity."-^!. N. J .
The membership of the "Silent Seventy" has grown far
beyond our expectations and the second Seventy are now being sent forth. If you want to be a very quiet worker in the
vineyard of the Lord, and preach the gospel "without purse or
script," here is an opportunity.
The demand for UNITY, and Unity Literature, has grown
surprisingly in the last few months and we are filling more
orders now than during the busy holiday season. This indicates that the Spirit is becoming more active in the minds
of people, for which we should all rejoice and be exceeding
glad.
Remember that the rate of three U x r r r subscriptions for
&.00 still holds good.
Send for a sample copy of August W E I WISDOM, the Birthday Number.
Contributions to the Unity Inn Building Fund are still
coming and we trust a report will soon be made of the purchase of ground for the new building. Our Committee has several sites in view and will doubtless make a decision in the
•>ear future. A fitting place of entertainment for the many
New Thought people who pass this way Is quite necessary and
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we are striving to supply the need. All Unity people should
remember that this is their work and that it is for their benefit that these buildings are erected.
SIUBNT SEVENTY
The Silent Seventy is steadily increasing and the workers
are busy with the spreading of the Gospel. We have members in all parts of the world now and still we feel that we
have room for more. Let us make this the greatest missionary
band in the world, not necessarily in numbers but in strength.
If you are desirous of doing the good in HIS NAME we shall
be glad to enroll your name and send you some free literature for distribution.
lae nature of the organization is explained in Luke 10.
OSWMO, N. Y.—This morning I found on my desk a
copy of Uxrrr, May, 1910, number. I do not know how It
came there. Prompted by curiosity I read the article on
page 377 and 887 and found them not only attractive but able,
scholarly and worthy of a place m the best literature. But
what impressed me most was the matter under "Class Thought"
and "Class Prosperity" on page 446 end 464.—S. B. B.
LESSONS IN CHRISTIAN HEALING.
The author
has thought best to make some additions to this book in preparing the revised edition. Hence, it is not ready for delivery at the date we had expected. All orders received have
been placed on file and will be filled at the earliest possible
moment The price will be 60 cents for the paper binding
and $1.95 for the cloth.
LESSONS IN TRUTH by B. Emilie Cady, is growing
in favor daily. The book is a complete course of twelve lessons in the fundamentals of Christian Healing. The logic is
convincing and the whole atmosphere of the work is inspiring.
In two styles of binding; Paper 50 cents, cloth 91.00.
LITTLE SERMONS, by Edna L. Carter, is one of the
most attractive little booklets in the field. It contains a number of short, sweet, pithy sermons based on Scriptural texts,
but they are totally different from the usual style of sermons,
being fresh, original, and full of deep meaning.
UNITY and the fine HOLMAK Sur-Paoxouifcnro BIBLE
are still being offered in clubbing combination for $3.00. This
is one of the best combinations ever made.
Address all orders to
UNITY TRACT SOCIETY,
918 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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